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i t  j +I.-& ,.$ 
In an early qsay kar1 M 
a Dr. Kay wh6 in .az bamphlet which -he ' 
had written "redittes [says Marx] ev-. 
erything to neglected education." Ma- 
adds : "Upon what groundq think y a ?  
Owing to the lack of education, the 
worker fails to perceive the Ftud 
laws of trade,' laws which lteeessuri& 
b e g  him to @u$ei.ism." In  thistbittbg 
sarcasm, the great Socialist thinker ex- 
poses the hollowness of the arguments 
of the Dr. Kays. Miss production h 
entered educational instifiuItionsC and 
"educated workers'' are tzirned, but %y 
factory methods with ,&e--sesult ,that 
through increased compeditim, and lack 
of sufficient jobs of. &ti kind 'for which 
, these youngstep ' &re specifidly ,tr&ie&, 
their social stamq .is lowbvid ta tl+e 
level of paup'erism. 4 '  
,' , , '. I 
h a  8. 
- <  . , ,+ i y,: i ,?& 5 : f YT+R@DU~ION 
t 
, ( ' : 4 ? f t ~ i " j 4 ! ! ~  t .  i :,, 4 I .  ( 7 :  , J . '  
!z h$&9e : ibetter fqu&fiec ,than J-fit i great 
' American sociali;t :a&$ M&%kn sch~lar; Danid 1De - 
' m&; & a s . i  tde rqMbsf iay.&f .herican dollages in 
a f ~ & & & ~ ! '  &J t t ~ e h : r ~ @ l & & d n ~ ~ i ~ ~ m ~  of this:C U U ~ .  
-A a~2if&gSiv r&& ihh&ilfl received hbnors. ' and 
-dfbt&qioh @the j$ti;zpe; o@ !phzcg .m ~ r ~ ~ t i ~ ~ & +  dad 
d [ ~ ~ ~ n ~ o n a l .  lhw ,ilp&kkduatihgr f rom! Columbii Uab 
fU:~itlr,. a d .  having 1 b2e& si.li' led out fer : specitti, -praiw 
&j mkrr &&jt-?*Pr& 4 nb Bapnar'd .! himself, - k 
I+t~&~.ditih Qktycrt ' h b l k i f g ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ - t h e ' s e ~  "inrti~donb of 
4e~)nihg&' o Raving . slidmcr 'symg&&ies with . &king ' 
-mkeh.itic( if69nd :bb~&i$w~eement; as a tach& at. Go- 
:luhh; ::blu&&, mi@*!g ~ih p&oae9 .hgaifist. 'what- was 
-&I q&ftio&j ;t&wh&iirat&~ ' hg@hst ~ i ~ ~ i ~  dme' 
* .& 
&itofiaufi a~ <ece&$>C~ahea hi this : &j&&on d&g- . 
!onshg~e& m&tcMe~o: &hi &&c&i&n;;:hfia "'$hk 
. .tr;odfm' that.- ib: pr*senikdi k f  -tArritriean universities ! @d 
rtkeir ,i#iitm+t@#s r ia ohe nht. calculated tti at?~*ri' pride 
. . 
, - ; ~ j ~ ~ ~ i ~ [ ~ h ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : , ~  a . . ;  A (  : .  ..*; , * , i '.'. . .   , . r 
thi -i.ies 04:d$.. v f   ti(&! to {;hen.Ariiehb& df 
-&@t&jkiklisti &bdFjwq &&bs &ad gucbu&ed to the * 
I 180tt?gkb;j !:@+It '%f a!dr;nbia '?'Unit;ersity, 'Diiniel . De 
:Le~tr is + i t  hfd &w!->' with infinite. and t&,r- 
fbughrithb, ' 'hfiukea$injgi vet urbane and kjiiwd withal, !d i & i $ l e ~ & ~  ill' -ri*inisient ; dfl  Mak ,' ;rt ,gL 
. . 
a.&&u, , h i  i & ~ & ~  ~I&&&-~,&~fa~ ;lechrgs 
r 
science a Iisson--or rathiii 'a )series: of lessdhs &hfch . 
should hake convinced this particular "pupil." But if 
De Leon's object had merely been to convince the in- ' , 
dividual Chase, his efforts were in vain. For the gen- ' 
tleman was soon completely lost to sight, and m n o r  - 
has it that he landed where all good ex-Socialist "pro- 
fessors" eventually find a home, that is, as dispensers 
of "vulgar economy" ili the halls of the capitalist- 
subsidized institutions of "learning." . , 
But De Leon's object was%a far.more important 
one, than to engage in public controversy with ti non- 
entity who merely furnished him with the target on 
which +he could land his bulrs-eye hits. De Leon's ob- 
ject iri this instance was twofold: first, to demonstrate 
t h e  corroding and mentally corrupting influence upop 
the youth of the land of these "centers of. learni~glwith 
respect to the social sciences" (the "youth of the land'' 
including, besides Chase, his eldest son,. also 'at Colwm- 
bia, and who was then slipping fast,) ; secbndly, to dem- 
onstrate, once again, the hocus-pocus o f .  the so-called . 
political economy as exemplified in 'the capitalist apolo- 
giae by the Seligmans, ~eagers ,  Carvers'et al. And as 
for these apologiae, De Leon ltaves them not a shred 
with which to cover their wholly capitalist nakedness, 
the obvious purpose of their serving to justify, even 
sanctify the robbery perpetrated by capitalism upon the 
working class, being fully revealed. 
. .  I 
. , This series of profound Marxian ,studies i s  of..pecu- 
liarly timely significance. They n ~ t  merely cling to 
"abstract doctrine," but by showing the relation of 
"abstract doctrine" to "work to be done" De L e ~ n  
,sounds a call to action to the Marxian ,militants of:the 
land :which now more than ever sh,ould. find receptive 
'minds and responding cheers. 8 
6 
If De Leon heEd in eonteinpt the professorial hire- 
- lings of present-day capitalism, he never faikd 'to aen- 
der reverend tribute to the learned revolutionary 
- {fathers of this country. Thus he 'held in' 'profound rev- 
lerence ihat krkatest, of all '~rnericans, 'Benjarhin . , Frank- 
lin; statesman, scientist and political economist. Since 
De  Leon qever failed to emphasize the vital irnpor- 
tance of the law of value in relation t o  the revolution- 
a j  movement, and since the law ef value nowiidk~s is 
insually looked upon as a fofeign pro&cr , c .  - ' impbrted 
f ram the o l d  world to bedevil capitalilts idigehekd 
and poor college professdrs in ~articular,  'it, is well Fo 
- r6~ 'mber ,  as Mam points out, that .the .law of !value 
.was first formulated on American soil through :'the 
&mazing genius of ~ i a n k l i n .  A,s Marx put it.: 
- uThe first sensible analysis of exchang? v&e as . 
4abor-time, made so clear as to seetn almost common- 
pldce, is to be 'found in *the work of a man of- the New 
World where the bourgeois: relations of productidn im- 
ported together with 'itheir reprksent1ativei ' sprouted 
iapidly in. ;a soil . which * made up its lack' of hktorital 
staditions kith a a~rp lus  of humus. That  man b a s  Ben- 
jamin Franklin, who formulated the fundame-ntal , law 
of -mode& -p~liticrt.l economy in his. first work whiCh he 
wrote when. a ,mere ybuth and published in 1721."" : 
It is the lMamian .sobanst alone who canr'propirIy 
\appraise the costribuf ons made ; to  science by the great 
thinkers and scientists .produced by eighteenth and 
. ,early nineteenth century America. And if i;t is . remem-, 
bered th.at the professorial "economists" , have9 k~arrt. 
pletely prps[itutqd the science of economics in the ser- 
, vice 'of' cApitalikm, ' thus polluting the clear waters first 
tapped by the great Friknklirr,is it any. ~onder!that  Dk 
~ i o ~ ' , c o n t e m ~ t u o u s l ~  said of these* , d g a  rian apd~giists 
4 4 In the meantime, official economists, and ' othkr 
densidnaries ' of' capitalisrh,'.writhirig with the cold stkdl 
.bF-Mai%iair&?ence in the vitals of their theories, hide 
I ,  ,' 
theft rage in the wrinkle of a sneer at Manr." 
. . 
. .  . 
I L  . 
. \ ~r 
* * 
.kprgos of the law of value : De Leon, in Open Let- 
!$$:ter..k speaks of ithe law of value that was forrnu?ated 
jAi!b~r ,Ma-.:' This is not to be taken> in its literal. sense. 
&:The -law of value was, as Marx himself, paints' out, 
.#$f $I given its final shape by Ricardo. "Ricardo,?' mytiManr, 
4: 4 4  
.::v I & b  . >:I gave ts clasGcal political economy its final shape, hav- 
ing f ~ m ~ l ~ f e d  and ,elaborated with rtbe greatqst. .clear- ; (% . : .  * -  !$ yss, the law . - of the determination gf exchange value 
I ;I .$-by . labor time." De . Leon's statement, >however,. is wfi 
.,$ ' ' 
::i, rect in, the same sense that' it is cotrect.;to say that 'Co- 
{$lymbus discovered America. For whatever the NOFS= 
nnvkqt6rs may have disqqve.ied,. - their,: discoveq re- 3, -, 
f :  &&,&d unfdfilled, and ,therefore! :useless. Arid $0 wjtb 
$!<*,l 1 ? .  . . 
- : yamland the' law of value. Hencelalso the justification > 2; 
! ' .for P i  referring to it ' as the Mantian law of. value. 
. . 
i 1Iq ,these days qf capitalist and Aqarcho-Corrununist 
! : .*,r 
ratulty,it is reassuring, to, recall and to repeat ..De Leon% 
.-&irqeg , . et .vords .with their, implied admonition I ; ' 
Y 
. T h e  S. L. P. builds nbt fat disaster. 1t buildg for 
Rkvolution. What is more. the S. L. P; decliiks'to . 
I?! @f$be responsible 'for the life of- a single human being 
9 9  ' g~mdficed $a% upon the altar of a fatuity. . , .  $ + .  6 
< .  . ,  ; ,  .. .I . . i J  8 . L 
$ ,  ,,: a !  $ .  t . ARNOLD' PETERSEN:, ' ,  
. . 
1 N ~ F ,  yqrk, N, Y.., April .,1~93a. RT~TG$Y-~ ' * 
& 
PEN L E T T E R  NO. I. 
last .May. 4, in answer1 to Comrade Arnold Petersen's 
criticism of your Laurel Garden address, "Reconsider- 
ation of Socialis t Pr-inciples in the Light of Henri 
Bergson's Philosophy," coritains several statements 
- - 
which we believe it wil, prove instructive to the mili- 
tants in the Socialist and Labor movement to  look a 
I - 
little closer into. 
n 
You refer to two Socialist Labor Party comrades 
who stated a t  your Laurel Garden'meeting, one, that 
"our doctrines are true, and since they are true, why, 
people have to come to usq sooner o r  later." and the 
of, surplus value there 
I 
r 
I 
nowed the inevitable overproduction, and that, when 
the world markets are eventually exhausted, as they 
inevitably will be, why, then the workers will have to 
establish Socialism." You declare that "these doctrines 
are positively vicious in some of their effects,'.' and that 
they are "largely false"; whereupon you proceed with 
the warning that "the Socialist Republic is not some- 
thing to be waited for as was the return of Christ," 
1 6  that the "emphasis" should not be placed upon a re- 
deeming faith," but upon "a work to be done," and, 
fihally, that whereas "one stamp of the revolutionist is 
his motto, 'Let us do it, 9 ' 9 9  ' 6  the stamp of the conserva- 
tive is the warning counsel, 'It will do itself, and do it 
much better, if you give it time enough,' " afid that "in 
so far  as the conservative's' counsel is true a t  all,, it 
translates itself into 'Some one else will' do. it.) '' 
\ It is clear from the context - rendered all the ) clearer fiom this passage: "Can it be that  our prin- 
ciples, propagated with maximum ability, could not in 
some'twenty years produce more of a result than we 
have to show for ,our work?"-th& the two comrades 
to whom you refer are cited, not as exceptions, but as 
types of the S. L. P. meinbership. 
, . It was not our good fortune to be present a t  your - 
meeting. We know not, of .our own knowledge, who 
spoke there and what they said. , .  
Nevertheless : 
Granting that the two comrades said exactly what 
,you quote, the conclusion is not necessary .from their 
words that-theirs i's a millennia1 attitude, idly expeethg 
''the return of Christ."- The  S. L. P. man, especially 
when speaking at a Socialist meeting, may well <leave 
f o n t % f r o ~ . t h e  .short five minutes' time allowed for "re- 
. A  - 
'barks,? ' &' 'self-&d&st~od, the principle of tbe' .role 
46 ' 
= 'i$fti&e'd bi , e2bkcted from the human equa- 4: 9, . *  tlon m rri'odirn social :evolution. and khat the ' material 
C I 
basi&-.wii i~b"~~u'  ,- . . <  recognize : must. precede the raising o f  
. -,. 
a sttuckute; once. present, it'. depehds upon man to take 
.$v~f&t:ion . *  i*tklGg~ntly by the hand, and thus privent 
sa&!I .miscairia&. ; There is no fatalism, o r  millenniaE 
'itktimdini~m in a po&ure that implies confidence in:the 
'hod k l  i~telligtince of our gendration: 
' - "Assuming, bowever, that you not only qudted cor- 
:&ctly the kite+ bf what. the fbvo comrades said, but 
that you' also' correctly reproduced +e spirit off their 
words, the utter untenableness of the -c~nclusion that 
'they typified the S. L. P. need not be left to conj~cture. 
This is the point that this letter addresses itself to. 
-.tWi' take you fo r  too serious a man, too free from 
levity, to attach to what one member, o r  two members, 
+of aVbadyhay ihdividually think such importance as to 
ihsist upon .discussing. them. W e  also hold you for too 
:dean & rbim to substitmte an unimportant issue for the 
rep1 qnd'important one-the issue of what two hindivi- 
duds rn&y<. or may not, hold, for the issue of where 
- \ ,  d&,s the & L.: P. s t a d .  
,.: What book, pamphlet or  leaflet issued .by ' the 
S;': I+ .Pi ;. .what editorial. matter in any of the P a w s  
+~t.gam:; +what off ?cia1 utterance by  the Party's national, 
'or ' ktatpl or  municipai convendons, national or' state 
' 
executives; what unrkpudiated 'article from some Party 
- rneder;  what paragraph, what passage, what line in 
4 4 
-any of these-all- of which together ' are namdrous as 
- th.e::sands of .the 6cean":f read with a wholesome ' 
' mind bears out the theory that the$. L. 9. is ,"waiting 
t 
for the return of Christ," that it  lays the emphasis upon 
a "redeeming faith" rather than upon "work to be 
done," that it holds the Socialist Republic "will do it- 
,self," or  that the Party holds its arms crossed expecting 
"some .one else will do it"? ' That-not the casual re- 
mark of an individual or  two-that would be evidence. 
Can you produce any such? We bdd there i$ none. 
Nor-even accepting your estimate of "results," 
to the effect that the S. L. P. has little toshow for our 
work-would the fact be evidence rqlevant to the 
charge of S. L. P. supineness. An. ~ r ~ a h i z a t i o n  might 
have even less to show for th,an you hint the S. L. P. 
, - 
has, and yet its activity be intense; the very nature ,of 
its activity might be clestructive of "results." Indeed, 
it is the charge of the enemy that&*"the,-activity of the 
S. L. P. is suicidal." i f 
The facts are all to the co emphatically 
SO. 1 
During the first nine years .of .its existence the 
S. L. P. lived with its head in the dragok's.mouth. At 
any time its life might have ke i i  snapped off. Within 
its own camp knives were dwt -against it, for:its propa- 
ganda of exposing A. F. of' L. betrayal of the prole- 
tariat, ready at any moment to stab the Party to death. 
It required a wide-awake activity and wary,walking to 
uphold the standard of Socialism without inviting- im- 
mediate extinction, to save the Party's life without,,de- 
grading and prostituting it. to the live1 of an A. F. of 
L. milking or blackmailhg machine for private lucre. 
When the supposed deathbblow finally fell in 1899 the 
activity of the S. L. P. had ripened the Party to the 
vigor requisite to rksist any and all blows. Since -then, 
during the last thirteen years, the Party has been the 
storm-center of a fierce. conflict. 
I .  
, 7. 
' The.rnerits and'the value of 'the conflict, as main- 
tiinid'by' the 'Party, is matter foreign to the present 
shject. ~ h , e  "fact of the .fierceness of the conflict' 'is 
not 1 i  I - foreign thereto. 
. foe entertains for a millennial-attitudinarian 
@=bitter , , .  iy hostility that the rnanifdld foes of the S.L.P. 
\geritkrtaid'for !$\ the Party, o r  resorts to the overt, more 
afre'qukntly subterranean, methods of attack that these 
!izfo& A* resort to. These are facts; in the teeth of which 
@!lies all charge of S. L. P. supineness; and the charge 
%hs sp~rifically refuted by the sight that gteets the eye 
)!of ~hosoever takes his stand on the floor of the na- 
liitional headquarters o f t h e  S. L. P. at the head of the 
;'$stairs that lead to the composing and printing floor,lim- 
.,+; bymediately below-a spacious basement taken up to its 
@utmost capacity with a printing plant self-sacrificingly 
uset up and'run by the Party itself, throbbing with the b 
-:+,4activity s+u- of issuing four S. L. P. journalistic publica- 
+#'tions, one of them a daily, besides other literature. i;d Not thus did the awaiters for. the return of Christ 
comport themseives. They fled to the seclusion of the 
desert, and the isolation of the columns of St. Simeon 
Stylites. 
During the twenty-two years that we have bden in 
charge of the Party's English organ we have had the 
opportunity of extensive contact with the Party mem-' 
'bersh'ip ; and the opportunity has been improved upon 
by a lqrge number of agitation tours, three of them 
across the continent. During all this interval, and with 
all this opportunity, we have, so far, m e t  only one 
$. L. P. man 'who answered the description you indi- 
Cattd of the S. L. P. membership. His name was.Eras- 
mus Pelleriz of Syracuse in this state. He believed that 
the Socialist Republic would come of itself. Logically 
enough, Pellenz pulled out of the S. La P.; luminously 
enough he forthwith lgnded in a political job by the 
grace of Mayor Maguire of his town. 
5. L. P. policy (activity) may' 'be false, if you' 
please ; its economics may be back-number ; its sociology 
may be the incarnation of ignorance; its literature may 
be "vicious" ; its tactics may need "reconsideration" ; ' 
its methods may be what-not - all that may, or may 
not be so; and will be the subject of separate treatment.. 
T o  say, however, of the S. L. P. that it is supinely 
"waiting for the return of Christ," o i  that its philoso- 
phy is calculated to promote such supineness, is either 
to be stone blind to fact, or  recklessly to strike.the fan- 
tastic path of romanticism. 
Fraternally, . I 
Editor Daily People. 
OPEN LETTER .NO. 2. 
(Daily People, June 1, 1913.) 
To Charles Ha Chase, 
Columbia University. 
Comrade : 
. Another statement, o r  rather series of statqments, 
that appears in your article of the\ Sunday P e ~ p l e ~  May
4, and that it is profitable to test appears in'this-lengthy' 
paragraph: - , . . .  
, >  . 
As to Marx's economic theories, though T bi no nitam hold 
that ,&rx said the last word on ewnmicq I' m w l y  took thun 
up in order to make a comparison with m e  theories of capitd-. 
1 
' , 
iclt ecoymisthj to show that the Sodqliats needgot be clo.rhj.and 
fearful 'as many .of them are in, many ob these matters of eco- 
homic doctrine. I' have noticed a tendency to something 1%. thk ' 
in Socialists' arguments. They seem to take thq attitude: "If. 
you admit this, then< I've "got you. But I' must not admit, that or 
you will have got me." The point of my codderation of eta- 
nomics that night in Laurel Garden wry that if you find a man 
who has been trained in another school uf economics than the 
Marxian-if his system of economics represents the capitalist 
system at all, why you can make the very knowledge he has the 
, basis of your argument for Socialism. If a capitalist economist's , 
economics* is designed to teach a '  capitalist to hake millions of' 
dollars while his workers work for $2 a day, why that will f u ~  ' 
aish a perfectly adequate basis for your argument with the $2 a 
: day worker against the capitalist system 'and in kvor of indus- 
trial democracy. I specifically stated that the Marxian economics 
brings into the foreground the exploitation of labor, whereas the 
economics of the capitalist economists emphasizes something klse. 
But what I pleaded for was a realization that the Socialist, stan& 
upon no precarious ground, and that any system of economics 
which represents the capitalist industrial system can be made the 
basis of otlr afgument for Socialism. But can there be more than 
one :'true9' system of economics? I consider it wholly unimpor- 
tant, in one aspect, to dieeuss such ,a niatter here. Ifkt there is 
more than one system of mathematics. 
.-The :paragraph is unintelligible. 
~ k a t  are the teachings of capitalist economists that 
the Socialist Labor Party is shyand fearful of?  
Surely it cannot be the teachings to the'ycapitalist 
'rto make millions of dollars while his workers, wo-rk 
for $2 a day." . , 
The Daily People, for one, among the literature ot 
the S, L. P., teems with instahces of the S. L. P.'s beine 
u 
quick to seize the "admissions against their own inter- 
,est" made by capitalist agencies, and to turn the admis- 
sion into a "basis" for "argument with the $2 a day 
worker against the capitalist system and in favo:r of 
' industrial . t democracy." No Socialist would, in sighti df 
such teachings by capitalist economists, take the atti- 
tude of "I must not admit that or  you will have got 
me." The Socialist will be only too glad to "admitv9 
' t h i  fact that millions of dollars for the capitalist, with 
$2 a day for the workers, is the aim and beau ideal of 
capitalist economists' economics. Obviously the illus- 
tration is irrelevant to whatever the theory that under- 
, lies and rups through the paragraph. 
The  passage about millions- for capitalists and $2 
a day for workers -being eliminated as irrelevant, the 
rest o f ,  the paragraph becomes intelligible. 
4 ' The expression matters of economic doctrine" 
then clarifies the word "basis," of frequent recurrence 
in the paragraph, as meaning not a s k i n g  point of' 
fact, but a mutually accepted principle. Forthwith, the 
p+ssage that the Socialists "seem to take the attitude: 
'If you admit this, then I've got you. But I must not 
admit that or you' will have got me,' " becomes inteE 
ligible ; likewise intelligible becomes that other passage, 
"the Marxian economics brings, into the foreground 
the exploitation of labor, whe~eas the economics of the 
capitalist economists emphasize something else" ; also 
the passage that "any system of economics. which rep- 
resents the capitalist industAal and commercial system 
can be*made the basis of our argument for Socialism"; 
and finally also the closing passage: "But can there be 
mote 'than one 'true' system of economics? . . . . 
There is more than one system of mathematicsw-all 
the four passages then become intelligible, and, as fast 
as they do, expose themselves as fallacious o r  implying \ 
a fallacy. At the same time, another passage, that oc- 
curs in a previous paragraph and is evidently connected 
with the paragraph under consideration-"some of 
the Christian churches that condemned evolution, when 
it was new and when it was inspiring man to larger 
hopes and aspirations, are now beginning to say that 
evalution is true-yes, that.  it is the very law of the 
Christian God, the law made by him for the govern- 
bment of man" becomes transparently inapplicable. to the 
thesis or theory that the paragriph under consideration 
sets up.. Indeed, the fact embodied in the last-quoted 
passage is found to illustrate the exact oppos,ite of that 
thesis or theory, the theory or thesis that systems' are 
numerous, and though seemingly opposed, may have a 
common basis; that however opposite the principle or 
starting point of Socialist and of capitalist economics 
may seem, a common basis for argument is always 
available in behalf of Socialism; that there is nothing 
fatal to Socialism in Socialist admission of capitalist 
premises, as illustrated by the acceptance of evolution 
on the part of bodies that at first condemned it. 
Unquestionably, Marxian economics brings into the 
1 foreground the exploitation of labor, whereas the eco- 
nomics of the capitalist "emphasizes something elsew- 
something decidedly "else." Whereas Marxian eco- 
- nomics establishes that "labor is the source of wealth," 
hence that "the working class feeds the capitalist class," 
whereas Marxian economics establishes that-the eco- 
nomics of the capitalist economists sets up the droll 
principle that the capitalista is a benefactor, that he 
"gives work to labor," that he philanthropically enables 
the workingman to earn a living for the' beloved of his 
heart and for his darling children. (See Senator Nathan 
Go'ff's defense of the West Virginia mine owners, Con- 
gressional Record, May 9-26. ) 
,Lo two opposite systems o f  "economic doctrine" ! 
Can. the capitalist's ''be made the basis of our ar- 
guments for Socialism"? Digressing lines cannot pos- 
I 
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&bb-mcet. Theii.p&ssibfd b-bh '!b&&is:7%bY 3 .  ' .i 
4' , pointj - can ,lead them ; bnly further: -l andfV'f~dh(, 
* ' 1 , -  
. . , ! 8 :  ,! - . , apart. I , 
L ~ n ~ u k s t i o n a b ~ ~ ,  the attitude of the S. I;.. P. t~wkrdk 
the capitalist economist eIf ymt admit- this, then, 'I'veT 8 
got you." And right is the S. L. PAe :man in the* attitrtde . $ '  
he takes and the reasonhg that leads ,him to takb' ite-r 
what other but that was thie attitude of ColGmbus b& L 
fork: the .dense clerical igriorance 'that ssught to shield ' *: 
I their superstitions concerning the:;shape 'of .the. ~art'h?~ 
. ; 
Would not Columbbs have '!got them" if they admitted; , 
. Z l  
. I  I 
'f 
the earth was round? . . .  w -  I 
-Unquestionably, the attitude &the S. L. Ph towd's;d $. -. 
the capitalist sociologist is:. "I miitit ~ o t  admit' tha*. b i  , 
you will have got me" ;'and ri&k itijthe S; L. P. man in. i& ! ' 
: his attitude. Where would he land &hi any mtfier' at& 
rude< but in the quagmire of philanthrcipi'c reforh, 'and . 
. degenerate into a +"barker9' %>for bciaigeoik tireedem& oP ; 
"white slaves" and of buuigeois~paddings of 'the: jd,riei , . , 
wage slavery? 'He would have..tb bid adieuitb.'the ' 
8 )Socialist. Republic.-What rather but the S. L. I?. 'hdn'S! t r  
1 
was %he attitude of Cdlarnbuh betore prelatical istrohdf . 
my i! Where would C~ltimElils ha;iieL landid had he'd&, , , d,' 
' with the , fat dight tha<t stience imparts, strbck the4 ifti!: 
tude: + ''I must not admit yobr unscientific premises, - . 
y o ~ ~ w i l l  have got me." S~tl l ly~he would not k v e  landi? I '  
at: the: island of' Guanabaki onr October 1.2, r.qiji. M&s / 
tiktiy he would have sunk into the ditch of  as sy''*p'h&- . 
tic bonk in the purlieus of Ferdinand atid. l&liel19$ 
, .  - 
court. , I ! . .  \ 
Yes,. lindeed, is8evolution no& ac~ept&!l and pro- 
1 ' , !  nounred Y the i law of the Christian Gcid" .by 'mkny" a 
Christian: church that at firit condemned' tt ;:aiid fiiklifj 
- ,.;\ 
r 
id : the;. sijpifkshce &wQ$.! ADid, theJk, change of 4 mind 
dborie ' b a ~ '  hy, iwkfi6e9s msking-:at?y syste& which rep-, 
resents: mythology the basis for its argument for evo- 
lution?::Ikd $$e chqnge not rather come about by un- 
yiil6n$' urie&ip~bbising adherence to scientific postu- 
lates? 
Finally, there is: "system" an 
f f  ; . 
In a sense, $&re.is.m~re th 
< ,  
matics; in andthir 'sense, there is only one. It depends 
upon: H a s  one in mind methods o f  teaching? Then 
thrre ark numerous systems of rl;lathewbtics, i _ and t h ~ i r  
possible number is n~mberless.~ H a s  one, however, 
principle in mind? Th-en there is but one, and dnlyl.one 
pbssiblt' isykitk~ .dfr'.ma!heniiitics; ' 'The. 6rite.r \.bf these 
ndts T L  ~fiited*tllat '-&e @$ttirii' oE mathemitfcs which : his 
ehild~en ate taught; by- i~*+schbol 'vaiik in many respects 
f')dffr< the systerii ; !that he:'was 'himself, put through at 
thkir. tigei: i 'Nefitrtfiel=ba thi: ' karcfinatl.' 1jrih5ipl'e . that 
tdb *bqdaf$ t f &I!,, '6s t;h&t ' shy twd line3 of a: 
t~ idn~le .2  ate * ~ d n g k ~  than the: third' line - that. system 
kas 'bha~gd im *'%&: ;ib;d: khac ise mori, .- if hap re- 
mained+*~ ! a;titlid - and : before . &&& 
Thq reasoning. tha t ,  uses terms indiscriminately is 
l,;!:()-;: .,f4 . * * . . d , . j . '  ' 
n ~ q  ~onducivb,, to*ran agit~tion, .edurhtion and organiza- 
don.;<that' , .. . #  wilt , " . .  Be ' . .  :lfruikful ' +  ) . .  in actual ""results." The  cir- 
cumbtance that there may safely be scores of "systems" 
in methods of treatment may not, with. academic pro- 
: priag be. &)etched rt61ca<er~&q broaddr fiild, legstwise 
the field of . scientific . principle-h6w~vir I ? . . cornf ortabfe 
, . I  psadCke. be;! ' 'ii : , ! : . . 
fs: 
F"!pF-iyv '* . .- * 4 V = d  < -,.%-\4 $+. ~~a~J,~4~1j2~L~*2$ ~ ~ ~ i & $ ~ - ~ i i ~  $&~I$h'~f ~$ , 
"The height charms us, the steps to it do not; with 
the summit in our eye we love to walk along the plain." 
v Fraternally, 
Editor Daily People. 
OPEN LETTER NO. 3. 
(Daily People, June 8, 1913.) 
Chas. H. Chase, 
Columbia University. 
- I 
Comrade : 
Marxism lays down -the principle that the , (ex- 
change) value of a commodity depends upan the 
amount of labor power crystallized in i t  and socially 
necessary for its reproduction. Bourgeois economists, 
lay down the value-determining fac,mr. in supply and de- 
mand. Marxism refutes the bourgeois theory with the 
argument that if supply and demand are the value- 
determining factors, then, when supply and demand are 
equal, the two factors would cancel each other, and a 
commodity would cease t~ have value-an absurdity. 
You criticize the Mamian refutation with the arm- 
rnent : 
"When supply and demand are equal, the commodity WOUM 
have no value at all" cannot be used in any argument which pep 
tains to actual economic exchanges, for the rtmmn that "supply 
and demand are equal" has no meaning unless a certain "pricew 
is mderstood. 
~ h ;  criticism is false in dialectics; falser in' eco- 
nomics -and sociology. 
The first dialectical defect of the criticism is a gen- 
I 
a0 
era1 one. The defect lies in the circumstance that the 
criticism itself involves a glaring violation of the very 
d e  of reasoning which, however erroneously, it im- 
plies to be fundameqtal. 
The theory of value advanced by the official pro- 
fessordom of bourgeois society is, as stated above, that 
the thing that determines value is the law of supply and 
demand. The theory was reeled off as late as last Janu- 
ary 27 by a distinguished pillar of capitalism, the Hon. 
William H. Berry, Democratic ex-State Treasurer of 
the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in the debate I had 
with him in Witherspoon Hall, Philadelphia. No at- 
tempt is made In the theory first to have a certain 
"price" (value) fixed upon or  "understood." Now 
then, if the Socialist refutation of the bourgeois theory 
with the reasoning that "when supply aqd demand are 
equal the c ~ m r n o d i t y ~ ~ o u l d  have no value at  all" is a 
reasoning that "cannot be used in a,ny argument which 
pertains to actual 'economic exchanges,- for the reason 
that 'supply and demand are equar has no meaning 
unless a certain "price' is understood," by no tenet of 
logic, or dialecticat canon, can the bourgeois theory of 
supply and demand 6e  endowed with "meaning" with- 
out "a certain 'pribe' being understodd." If the Marx- 
ian refutation falls for want of "a certain 'price' being 
understood,'' then the bourgeois theory of value, which 
decidedly omits. the previous "understanding of  a cer- 
tain price," falls of itself, needs no Marxian refutation,, 
is self-read out of court. 
T h e  second dialectical derect of the criticism is of 
more specific nature. 
\ 
Mathematics is the exactest of sciences. Proceeding 
from the premises that two given lines, stretching on 
, 
. p i g  
Bathjsre but.~xpres,sioni of ~hevopgosite,economic p r k  
, kple which underlies each. They are the first conclu- 
@ions.. that,: .flsw from. the opposing principles-conch- ' 
s i~ns!  #hat are the first disclosures of the sociologic issue 
iiqvolved; in the class struggle, or be it the modern sqcigl 
. I, The. economic .pribciple that underlies the Mamiari 
doi.letu&n that labor is the source of wealth; the eco- 
nomic - principle that underlies the bourgeois conclusion 
is that* the source of, wealth is, well, "something elsew- 
to. ase an expression o f  youra own*. . - 
, i ' r  B~urgeois~ ecormmists have been at the end of their 
wits .toospecify. that ''something else," to fill the aching 
void. , . , . 
Some' hive .darned* it "stiperintendence" or "man- 
~g~m-eh ' ' : ;  . othars, "risk" ; still, others, . "absthence" ; 
a d  ii .fmth'-ankk;so ,en, each -0utd6ing the other in fa* 
tzititj f nn~ifdnklss:~ Paul ~ ~ a f  aiP& cau~t ica i l~  summed 
; up,kthe2--m~I~itudinuus names 06 that "something else" 
. ikith1[!the w o d  "idleness;" in the; 'epigram:' "Weilth is 
he1 f iuit : bf labor; and the' -reward of idleness. 9 9  
. , i  
:: :: If. tL -wealth ihzft. t h e  ciqiitalist. appropriates is his 
'f~dges 40t -$&perinteiidence'% or  "management" - who 
p t k d ~ e d  . . thewealth that he superintended or managed? 
. . 
-: ' - If 'the wealth that the capitalist appropriates i s  his 
"~etpms for riskw-who produced the wealth that was 
I .  
- t isketl?' .  ' A i. . 
; If the wealth that the capitalist apprdpriates +is. his 
y ,; 
'%ages - * ,  ., bf abstinence"-,who produced the wealth that @ , G . ~ ;  
- hi: abstain'ed . from ,. consuming,? , byas$ s+*, ;, ic 4 
- : i  . 
' 6 
. 'Oljviously, neither '"~u~~rintendence" rior man- 
' r 
ag$rn&t"-nor, ''risk" nor yet b'abs,ti~nee"-all of them. 
pdt fa-, - &bseqa;lent acts-can have' piectided, - - 
1 ' 7. . ' , ; ,  , 
, hence,.pkoduced wealfh. ; & I  a 
..'.; it  .will be readily perceived that the task to which 
' the. bourgeois Lconomist budded down was not' the .dis- . 
%"&very of the source of wealth, and, the f6undation:'be- 
ing found, the -raising of the social structure kccord- . . 
ingly.: His, task was that; for ;which pleaders are .hired. .. , , 
\ 
. It was the task 06-constructing a +foundation wherewith 
ta justify the structure of capitalism - a .  sbcture . 
' corner-stoned upon the fact af ,wealth .being held by a 
class that did not produce it; and to conceal (the .fact; . I 
- add,- Eutthermore* to raise %dud over and blur the: fact . 
thab.. seeing iidleness can produce nothing? the source: of 
' 
wealth can be none' other than labor. , 
: The law of value, elaborated by Marx, being.on the . . 
economic and socblogic field what a discovere&~ecret . .' 
~ f ,  ,gapwe, is, o p  the field of the naturalr sciences, ie :?st 
only establishes a fundamental principle; f-ram it at . ,  
an& flows the refutation in advance of all econdmic 
, 
and sociologic theories that rise out o f ~ h e  camp, .of 
capitalism to buttress the same. Whether the  theo* 
, .  
bealow, # ,  high or no tariff; whether it be; monome~allic, 
bimetallic or - . "el I Astic" ; whether it. be, profit-sharing ,or #t 
C insurance . - ; whether it be anti-immigration or resttic- , 
tive ; whether it be remedial of factory - work, rqstrictiv; . 
of 'child and woman labor, or redwive of the hours.of 
work;. whether it be "publiicity" o r  )the "sa6ctity. of ee- I ' 
crecy"; whether it be "segregation"' o r ,  "abolitio~ sf A + 
viie"'; whether it be "one-shambet." or "two chamber!.'. 
. , 
6 1 legislatures or commission government)' ; whethir if. 
be tax reform or single tax or 'income tax; whether it 
& b  be . ."tmt-busting" or trust-curbifig9"whatever the 4 7 #  
t b i r p  : be; - -  at this ' zdvanced ' stage df capifaliirin thC , : 
1 
h4 
thedry is dashed against the law of value. Either the 
theory-is wholly stripped of all elaim to respect, or i t  
, is exposed as mere makeshift, if not false pretence, 
stripped of all claim to permanent r e ~ u l t s ~ f o r  good-a 
game, however praiseworthy in some quarters, yet - 
wholly unworthy of the candle of the militant's efforts. 
In a word, the .Marxian law of value. unveils, poses, 
pushes to the front and keeps there THE CLASS 
STRUGGLE as a social FACT that imperatively de- 
mands SOLUTION-not compromise o r  patching up. 
- Long before capitalism felt the rolls of the tidal 
wave of the Social Revolution beating against its shores 
did it start to throw out breakwaters. The  advent of 
Marx-the first to formulate the philosophy of the 
revolution and the organizer of the philosophy into a 
movement-gave a fresh impulse to the building of 
breakwaters and d s ~ ~ i m p a r t e d  precision to their pur- 
pose. With an instinct that cleanses ihstinct of all dis- 
' ,  
credit, and that is at once the glory and halo of Marx- \ 
ism, the economic breakwaters have all been directe.d 
against the Marxian law' of value. The  capitalist 
theory concerning supply and demand as determinators 
of value is one of these breakwaters-a .breakwater 
that, like its predecessors, plain dialectics planted on 
the ~ a m i a n  law of value instantly sent to smash, and 
the debris, of all of which breakwaters ever since has 
come tumbling down the stream of time-the ,flotsam 
and jetsam of bourgeois intellectuality. 
No more thanTto "superintend," or  to "manage, 9 9  . 
or  to "run risks,'' or  to practice "abstinence" accounts 
for the source of wealth does supply and demand deter- 
mine. value. That  bit of bourgeois economic incanta- 
tion is eff e c t i ~ l y  dispelled by t h e  Marxian dialectics , 
I f 

1 
- d k l n a r  $qrdlve to: t&. icriaig 'of t~~uolupiofi'" iii:bbt an 
e&glthha;t: !hasiitddIid+~~ ithe ;&h& hand,' folks' there %be 
w N ~  ~rnaki t'.kkvolution! their, specialty,: ..and will have 
aane bf~W~o11~i0n":; %gain;' wh6soe~ir gr;Lsps+ theb sense 
06 ."rreual~tiafi'i' < b m r  .&at: the b4reval&hn" which : is 
not 'preceded by' 'and b o q  ;bf evolution? is. a flash .. . , in 
&&pafiadiie,  sign$yidg ;kthing; : : ' . .I - , d'. . 8 
r r i k;Wbti ' ! d v o ~ u ~ o ~ "  ,;is*r "I *!ke&u~ion,": : ' ! &stfakt 
*bctfiel?:: id . F."+Oik to be- dona9' ; J  what "revoluti&' 
ib &- l ~ e ~ 9 1 ~ i o n ; ~ ~  '"pcrotk4 .t6 *be. done" is to 
. \ - * a  
, aobrhe:')*-i;!, , , 1 . .  1 . < * f * ;  I : , . .. i ;, - .  2 . ' '  . , . , 
:iii.! Qf: tour&, :ther& :is tS&h thing-.as ) a b s t r d & ; r e i ~  
ing, & : !&eorizing;b >to*!.! ;ihi ;: disiaS,ta p&nt : -1- 
&x,the~bgIIJidhtic~ly at( errom the uppog"le :'si'd% t k r d  
i$,.smh; a Jthin~r*s.&rjling~e~e',:~&ing of :work 
ex&&: of. f l y g .  4 .  . * -  - , . i .  , . . 
Repeating:Me ~r)ii~;oln i e ~ ' B s e d : i n +  the first o$ .thesi 
. %m &agtws', ~ e - 1  take. ~f &&t;bbt &vfbU$ \ ;it man, too 
' f& r $1~- i 1kity:ko ;bothA&r+&itithf ' f &ak-+*ma&ikktations ; 
dnd i ~ e .  hp1QI yon'! f& q(y.d:eiea&i -a ~ ' a ; . ~  : sabs&tutie. an 
hbnsequeat$al *i&ae a f & ~  :thb:r&al- ah& imp~rtitnt. on& 
&e 7eissucifpf wh& I $me .f~eakl;hind .~n.iy, 'love .to revel 
fDt:'th~:i.is~e,~9fJ.wh~~fi&~, the s; 'LL-.~: -is *boI- 
. ' I  . .  * 
1 .  5 ,  , . .  gp&qrihg. i,; , , , - . 4 :  b - a . , 
4 6 
- i ! 1 ; ':RBther,,"i :says ~ A u p t e '  Comte, a. wrong theory,' 
than: .no th&hy.y,.at. -all.'!*- :A theory, be. its ''abstract doc-' 
trine'J..beyer so kldective, - still is iinstindt with the bii.tue 
ofhimpaking directimh~t~the~~ork~don~e,~ and p k i ~ i -  
=I-i ewpe~ienes: may - then re'act *tipon ' "the; propellirig 
' t ihact :  :doctrine9' itself "and edrrectr .its possible de- 
f ects ; on: tho contra.ry,: ~ w b f k '  dont?" undirecte'd by any 
'!abstract ,dcxtiriae't whatever .kilt *f ruitlesSly 'expend its 
ahecgip in: tht  wilderness.+ *?roo qidteir 'n6t' knothkr in-' 
dividual 'French philosopher, but the collective - Keltic 
philosophy of France on the subject, "Tout comprendre 
est tout excuser," to see good in everything is to toler- 
ate all villainy-the total shipwreck of all ethical stan- 
dard. Combining the two maxims into one, the maxim 
is safe-No "abstract doctrine," no "work done." 
The Marxian law of .  value .-is an "abstract doe 
trine." Before going f~r th~r : ' le t - i t  here be entered in 
the record that the $expression, the "Mamian law $.of 
value," does not imply an "individual opinion of  Mam." 
The expressiw, the "Marxian law of value," is used 
in the sqnse and wit& the' identidal-.propriety that the 
e x p ~ e s s i ~ s t  the; "Newtcjniar~ law ,of gravitation," and 
the "Coperninican. lqw of the pkneta ry system" are -used, 
that is, ghe .sense.that the only law of value thirt will 
stand the test .of science; hence is constructive, is the, 
law-of value that wasdformulated by Mam. 
we. .know that physicists there are who havie gone 
crazy p ~ r i n g  over Newt~n's law; we know that astron~ * 
omers \there ar; who lost their wits over Copernicus's 
law. . It may be granted without - further question; that 
there are .people who have become insane splitters of 
hair over Marx's law. All the same, .as with the New- 
tonian law of gravitation, without which no real prog- 
ress could be made in mechanics, as with the Coperni- 
can law, without which no progreM could be made in 
astronomy-as with these, no pmcticil progress arid 
results are obtainable in the social sciences without the 
Mamian law of value-it is the demonstration of the 
necessarily declining share of the wage-earning classtin 
the fruit of its toil; it is the demonstration of the fated 
downfall of small production, .and the consequent con- 
centration of despotic economic Dowers in the trust; it 
%ict between the scapitaiist .and the working class; it in- 
-~o lves  the emomic foundation for  ,thee Industrial. 
Republic as 'the substitute and legitimate lsuccessor of . 
the republic of capital. 
That the & L. Po&. carries the theorizing' on the 
Marxian law of value to a diseased extreme is an opin- 
- ion in support of which there is no evidenrae adducible, 
That much of the space 'in the Daily People is taken 
up with the Mandan law of value and its corollaries .is 
true-and wise and propex 'tis 'tis so. Even if reason 
did rpt prompt the. policy, instinct would.. The blood 
rushes to the spot. that is+struck, there to.caagulate and 
protect and heal; in/ battle larger forces .are massed to 
the defense of the objective ) .  I '  .of . hostile ,attack. , It is not 
qiways' the best policy to attack ,an enemy's weakest 
spot. G k d  strategy qften directs the attack upon the 
strongest. ' The strongest spot in &e fortress of Social- ' 
- ' ism is the Mamiant law of ~ a i u i .  '1t is a t  once the key- 
stone of Sac'ialism and the hearth from which the refu- 
tation of all bdurgeais ich&es radiates. Against that 
8 '  I * '  
spot the bourgeois artillery is ,directed most 'numerous- 
ly, and correct is the judgmeht br instinct- of  the bour- 
-geois in their strategy. If the Maixian law of value 
could only be battered dbiwn, /bourgeois society is vin- 
dicated. In many',ins(an&s the attack is open, in most 
instances it i; 'masked &hind an insidious affectation of 
' ignoring ' Marx. The  hooks on "political econ~my" 
perpetratGI by the Columbia Professors Seligrnin atid 
Seager are humorous instances of the latter strategy; 
The long and s h o r t e d  the story is that, directed by . 
both instinct and .r'eason, the .forces of bourgeois attack 
c a t e r  upon the Marxian law of value; reason and in- 
I 
is$ 
stinct, ;in U I E ~  mtr&q& iftiel S, &. J?. ,to : i ~ ~ w e q  with ! the; 
only strategy. wh\ch.,the ,cirgunp@q~qs .di@gte-;to;:mw& 
itsl f orceq ghqa whqe  ,the jqtt.q& is.gtrongest-to siI~flw 
by ~efuting~the open .battwig% ,to unmask the concealeP1 
-'r3 1 ,& 4. &.b 
.I*$ h'!? ,. L,+ +&.& -q ? 7 , * j  +,;.> 
thgse circurnstarites ; ;tpart f rod the 
further circumstanci ,that tr 'tihe ,Letter Box answirs of 
the Daily People! and quite dome of the editorials, to 
questions appertaining to &hel Marxian law of vnluk 
and its corollaries, xnd :~hich  pour. into this office from 
all quarters bf the Bnglishi-speaking world, point to 
widespread interest in the Irnaetir, there are more con. 
Crete and vital reasons. i ~ h y ! t h  Dbily Peoplks policy 
is a virtue, not .a vice. 
is now ample- "b;isi~'"f6?' the So~iaalist or  Industrial 
Republic. Maw a time And oft has the point been 
made in these colunins, and was underscored with thk - 
argument 'that whatevkr further "basis" may still tie 
wanted could be brought about more. speedily and et- 
fectively by the Industrial Republic itself, and with no 
suffering' tp' mankind, than  were we to wait "for the 
slow evolitionary process o f ,  e'very link in the evolu- 
tionary chain." This fact implies that the human mate- 
rial for  the Socialist ~epub'lic' is on hand. .Fact and 
conclusion together lajr s&ioui~'rks~tinsib;ilitiki upoh' the 
Socialist. ?&ti 
Take the prese 
politico-economic atmosphere7 
Who. is to place thke pro 
against the lures of free :trade 
ory wdsker and thes;-f&G 
$dm: the superstitions . . : of f'pio~ctiont' tb, '!&p+ 
'. - ' i;ilh llab*p? I - 4  . . , , , .  . . . d  $ . ;  i . - ;; 
i 1 
, . Whb is to. enlighten. fhe wag6 '.sl&vs-on. the p l a s t ~ ?  
&a-vtooden-leg.. effect upon his# e l a ~ . :  of. any, and, all- 
banking and currency reform ?- - t . , 
: . Who: is to protect the '!labor ,vote" fromtlw;tsting: 
itis .anergies ,pan "anti-graft" legislation?- , \  f 
: .;: .Who. is to open .the workers' eyes to the worse than 
fallag, t~ the to them suicidal. thedry !bf anti~irnmigra~ 
' I 
,tion?? + , I f .  . . . . 
! + r Whd is to bring *about any of these consummationi, 
l'dt.'aliMe au, if not be who hsls a thorough grasp of~the, 
Mamian. law of valwi ? . He whd, on the 'contrary,, can 
a%,all: be .content or compromi~e with* #any of . the cispi-: 
ttalist : base&, f iom which those .and ,m&hy worse such 
~apit'sibist : class 'schema in. the ; interest of capitalisyxi. 
pcdcieed.?-NEVER.! , I ;  t i  ' ? ' , I  . I '  
' i . yciy. misconceiiw the iaue that you have raised be-. 
tiween *the S. La P,. and yoursklf.: .The issue: is not 
whether the basis is now complete for the. Socialist or- 
Industrialg R,epublic or riot ; or. whether work should be 
\ dode : or-: not; or whether . the revolutionary forces; 
'should- be organized and trained, or-  left to themselves. 
tUpon.all that both S.. L:P. aad you are at one. The 
iwue: is: What methods should be adopted for:'doing. 
VO&, HOW 't6 organiie ? . [ . 3 7 3 
):....The S. L.. P. is w.d.l w a r e  that its methods are 
sobetimes sneered , at, other times angrily bpu&edr as. 
< 4 
-' stptit-jacket." In our, "Collection of Curiosities ' for. 
, Future Publication" we (have the letter of an. Uncas; 
. . v&, -i Corin., ''Philosophic A Anarchist," who; -. quoting: 
the .Dailyr People as -saying that 2 ' plus 2 equals -4, iadik - 
e@tlp+;ortwte ta ' us :- ''I )have as much right tb say that 
<f , '  l, 
! k . :  :, + ,; authoritarianism of Mqrx9'-he meant "strait-jacket." "'4. 
. 4, 
!,:, : 
- .?:'And, as a companion piece to this, there hangs in the  l',.-:i 
r & 1  
-, ,gallery of our memory a story that we heard the :,$ 
h:, ' 
'!.' :I-. .. .: lamented James Redpath tell at a dinner of the Twi- ' 3 4  ..A 
, ; .light Club. One- morning, as he was seated at his desk .- L,: 
:- ::.?:in the lecture bureau where he worked, Mark Twain - tj 
, .' I A , i.2 burst in .upon him in a great hurry, beaming and say- :$ 
- 
, ' . €  
ek - .-- :\' lng : 
>; : - /  
, - 
"Jim, I wish you to book me for a lecture tour <I 1: a 
f (  1 ?'across the country." "Good !" thought Redpath to. ;:; 
r :: ;'. :hshimself, a "there is money* in a lecture( tour by Mark.''.. ! t 
:::4 o$t"Good-!" said he to Mark Twain,/ as he opened the . .'; I 
: , !, ' ' ' - ' 2 ~ ~  book of lectures and dates, and took up his pen. "Good I . I 
A , 
, - 
: "What's the sub5ect, Mark?" With a wooden Indian Lt:; 
1) 
, , f a  the answer came : "Astronomy." "What l" ex- , !J 
3 4  
"i; I-;:: ,claimed Redpath perplexed. "What do you know about ', 
I. ' 
'.- .f' 
, ** 5 
. -' astronomy?" The  reply followed with a snapping of - ': 
- .  eyes : "Not a damn. That's just thq beauty of it. 1 3 4; h 
-:st.. -+ . ,.... ::shall be untrammeled by science." , +&a 5tv4  .r' '%! A 
I ,  
, . 
. - .-;. 4 t  *; Masses may, perhaps, be hurrahed together by 'ad , : 7:- 
- agitation which, while flying the abstract colors of So- - :ij 
,I ' ::,; -( : cialism, yet proceeds from, or partakes of, the basis of' 3% I n . -
: ,- ; : capitalist economics. , Now then, the very essence of ,!;: 
L.8 
' I  14 , I . capitalist "bases" is capitalistic, that is, it appeals to -;$ 
'' "?-;;;and attracts diverse and conflicting interests. The  : ,*  24 , , y' 
.5l,; - 
" -  ?':?masses & .  f gathered by an agitation that at all proceeds 
;;> < , - . 
. from such bases may be. numerous-the very diversity Y -  ,> .( 
by , /- 
.I of the interests thus appealed to may insure numbers- +; 5 . -  * $  
1 .  , . . - 1  
I but in that very fact liks the certain seed of the nurn-.-: ;r:; 
I t  . 
7 .  
:+: i? I ,. : ' , I  -' , bers" resultlessness for good. They are fatedly at waf -:a> 
- < .  ! ,?'-.within themselves. It is a contradictory thought to sup- 'I: ;" 
I - -  
;,j' % -  zy 
,. , . pose 
i .r' * , ;n 
"'-r$.." , 
>, 1- ?. . 
A$ 
' 1 - i , ,  
':n- 4 , ,<, 
- .' '; .4 .4 
,;;;; . ,,-, i 
.I:':( . I ,  . 
.A - .  .J-- l  . :>.+ ,. : / . ' - 
. \  
,~\*,:~:.:;b,, a. 
% ( _  . . -  + I .  , . 
: ; , - , .:. : 
r Y'. 
masses organized for the 
88 
Revolution, and yet the :,, $ 
hoops that hold the said body together to be timber of 
capitalist class economics-timbe r &at accommodates 
- itself and is flexible to unfocusable :interests. Such a 
mass will be a MOB; an ORGANI~TION, not at  
all. The day of its victory, if it lasts' that long, will be 
the day when it will kick itself togi:tces-if it is not 
previously massacred. The propag:yda that gathers 
such bodies is untrammeled by sciepi+e; it spurns the 
. - - 
authoritarianism of Mam. 
The S. L. P. builds not for dis for 
the Revolution. What is more, the S.- L. P. declines to '  
be responsible for the life of a single human being 
sacrificed upon the altar of fatuity. 
Fraternally, 
Editor Daily People. 
OPEN LETTER NO. 5. 
(Daily People, Juw 22, 1913.) 
To Chas. H. Chase, 
Columbia University. 
Comrade : 
There is one more matter that your article of May 
q touches upon in a manner that leaves room for mis- 
apprehension. That particula! matter is embodied in 
the following passage: 
T 
, Although the universities are in some degree cckupted, I hope 
no Socialist will allow himself to be so affected by a knowledge 
of that fact as to forego any opportunity that may present itself 
for4 him to acquke the advantages which may neverthe1ess be 
gcrhed from them. 
s8 
. . 
. . j  ! . j  
- 4 .  
'> . 
'j r ,  vrThtai bqJdssed' && lpas$gd f ikyi 'to; :say; itf& .- 
#a~~jp'ungu~,rd&d.:-&nguarded:as: an elipressioncof ' 
opih~m at this partidular 'ieason !of ibcial f eimentrd . . * .  I 
a ; ; Lectufe i r k ~ b  -~b;n ' tkiperalogyj oh astronomy,, :an 
. i l ,  
the; aiff erential caleuluk, b n  law; electric it.^, on: Anatb- - 
' my, dn b11 of thebe and 'similar' -subjects, are not Iiabk 
to rb,ecome- :centers from which hental corruptionl rat , 
dktes..;. True, there may! be, *as - shere- often is; c b h p  . 
tion in thk appointment of the -piofimor.s in these, a's :id 
alImther; branches-but the corrbption end's 6here.tThe 
masan is robviotis.-1 There .is no motive for misdirecting 
instrbction, There may be la&' of updto-dateness ; therd . , 
may be even ignorance; a set purpose ta corrupt'ahd 
mislead; i s  ,not &<ikely. 
I It is oth&vise with regird ' to  the social sciences. - 
some' iidirectly, most of them directly, bear upon the 
class struggle. Indeed, it would go hard to pick out 
one% branch of the social sciences that is not bygotten . 
of the palpitations of the class struggle. Where the 
' class struggle palpitat&', 'haterial inteiests are at stake. . . 
I t  is an established principle that the material interests ' 
of aruling class, in part, promote immorality. T o  pro- \I 
mote incapacity to reason upon the domain 'df soiiolp& 
is one of the corrupt practices of-ruling. class' rna't'kial 
interests. L 1 L , . 
T o  illustrate- 
Take the book, "1ntroductioA to . Econornits,'' : by 
Henry Rogers Seager, professor of: .political economy 
. in Columbia University. ' , 7 - , '  I : , ; -  ( -  f 
a Section I 30, which is marginally annotated -"Wage,s 
Defined,'' sets forth: i . '* 
: : "Wages, as the term is' used. in economics includc 
all earning.i assigned to h e n  for,their work, f:om low- 
, 
est piece wages to' highest annual ,salaries and !wages 
of mqnagement.' " I 
6 6 
, Sections 97 and 98 describe wages of manage- 
, ment" as that share of  the product that falls to the "in- 
* dependent entrepreneur," that is, the independent em- 
ployer of labor, in other words, a capitalist; and the 
said "wages of management," the professor states mar- 
ginally, "may be a very large sum." 
L 6 
watch  the confGsing ises that the two words as- 
-signed" and 'iwages" are  put to .in these passages. . 
As to "assigned'.'-there * .  . is no "assigning" imagin- 
able'without there be', an !issignor," who does the 
4 6 
,, assigning,, and an assignee," who. is the recipient of 
that which is assigned; and .the two cannot be the same 
person, and never are-except, of course, in fraudulent 
bourgeois commercial transactions. The assignor of 
their-wages to the proleta'riat is the employer. -The as- 
signor of his "wages of management" to the employer 
is-who ?-why, the employer himself. 
Here we have book that holds itself out as scien- 
tific, a book written by a uriiversity professor of politi- 
cal economy, who, in 8 definition of wages, uses the 
identical wckd-"assigned"-confusingly. H e  uses the 
word in the performance of two nigh to grammatically 
irreconcilable, besides economically opposed funitions 
-first, the employer's function of paying his wage 
: slaves the price of their labor power; second, the iden- 
tical employer's opposite function of himself putting 
profits into< his own pockets. 
.As to "wages"-the word, in economics, implies the 
existence of an econo'mic wage-slave, the wage receiver, 
who is plundered of the' bulk of his product, and an 
economic wage-slave-master, the wage dole r, the plun- 
' 86 
f 
- 1 ,  . 
derer. In sociokogy, the word, furtheirnore, implies the ' - 
storm center of a violent struggle, the struggle, bn the , 
one hand, ~f the wage-slave class to throw off the yoke; 
the struggle, on the other hand, of the class of thk - 
wage-slave-master . to keep the jmke oh. Finally, in' 
psychaIogy, the word furnishes'an illustration of the 
similar-ity of the methods. addpted by crirqinal-code 
/ 
criminals and the methods of. capitalists to disguise 
, 
their identity: criminals who are 'photogrz~phed for the 
Rogues Gallery frequently "make 'faces" for  'the pur- 
pose of rendering the picture unrecognizable ; psycho-. 
logically subconscious of the crimhality 'of his class, the , 
I 
capitalist resorts to the "faces-making" 'bf calling his 
plynder "wages," and thereby palming himself off as a 
,&b, wage earner.", 
"Yet here we have a university professor, in a defini- 
, 
tion of wages, indiscriminately applying the wordJ  
t t wages7' at once, legitimately, to the badge of 'wage, 
sla,very, and illegitimately to "profits," the badge of ' . 
the economic plunderbund-in other' words, aiding 
with a sort of economic photography the capitalist 
class ind4'making faces," and thus disguising its identity. 
Prof. Seager's book, though in many respects worse 
than the run of university professors' books on eca- 
, nomics, is typical of the brood. 'As illustrated in the 'in- 
stance of the professor's "definition of wages," the eco- -/ 
nomic and sociologic departme.nts of modern universi- - 
, ties are intended to cultivate the art  of being methodi- 
cally ignorant of what everybody knows; and the stu- 
dentwho has a t  all fallen tinder the spell must, before , 
he can again claim t h e  digpity of the genus .homo' 
. - 
' sapiens-man and not a mental pervert-must, ds has 
been well stated by a keen obsetver, first rid' himself of 
i2 
the "nine hundred and ninety-nine chestfuls of insuffer- 
able rubbish" that he has spent his university or  college 
years in allowing himself to be trepanned with. No 
wonder that, about eleven years ago, another Columbia 
University professor, Munroe Smith,' in an appeal for 
funds for the university, addressed himself to the rich, 
not became it is the rich who have the means to make 
donations, but upon the express ground that the socio- 
political atmosphere was calculated to endanger the 
status of the rich, and that the rich could look for no 
better breastwork than the universities where the youth 
was trained: ;Our. . . +  G~iversities are lights on the lee shore. 
Healthy is the hope that "no Socialist will allow 
himself to be so affected by a knowledge" of the fact 
of the corrupt S t  and corruption-radiating. status of uni- 
vers$ies as to '"forig& any' dpportunity that may prk- 
. , 
ient itself for him to acquire the advantages which may 
, nevertheless' ' be gainid from them" - healthy is the 
hope, provided .it be accompanied with the warning that 
the Socialist, "who enters the university precincts as a 
, student, enter it on the same principle, and for the same ' - 
purpose, , - that students of medicine may be recom- 
mended to. enter a plague-infested locaiity. ~oktified 
vith economic and sociologic science, equipped with' a 
healthy and logical mind, thus rendered i'rnmune to .the 
contagion of bourgeois off kial economics and sociology, 
tlie $ociilis? may derive great advantage from our uni- 
versities-not so fortified, there is no telling what a 
- mental cripple it will be that a diplcjrna will be handed 
to when he graduates. 
. 
. I , I  rat ernally, 
Editor-Daily Peop'le. 
By mold Petersen. 
CHAS. Ha CHASE'S PHILOSOPHY.* 
(Daily People, May 11, 1913.) 
Comrade Chase's answer in the Sunday People !of 
May 4 [ ~ g  131 to my criticism of his lecture last montq 
is a choice example of whit is called "a plea of confes- 
sion and avoidance." 
Chase begins by saying that my article amounts to 
a misrepresentation of his attitude toward Socialist 
principles. This may be so. But if it is so, then the 
fault lies entirely with our friend for saying one thing 
and meaning something else. His restatement in the 
People, evasive and rather cautious as it is, does not 
make his position much clearer than a t  the lecture. 
' Comrade Chase says: "The implication of Coni- 
rade Petersen's report is that I declared war on Marx 
and Engels." N o  implication a t  all, good friend. I 
frankly stated that either Chase had studiedqMam and 
*Tihis article is athe last of a series of three which appeared in the 
Daily People, two of t h b  being wdtten by Arnold Petersen and one 
by Chas. H. Chase. Prompted by these articles De Leon wrote the five 
open letters to Chase, which precede this ortide. 
, 
$8 
in that ease he rejkcted him thoroughly, or  he had not 
, studied him sufficientlv and co,nsequently had not UR- 
derstood him. Personally, I am inclined to believe the I ,  
latter ta be true, arid recalling .his statement that ' he 
. "r'eally did not know very much about Bergson," we 
havq the remarkabie .spectacle of .anf. 6;L.P. man '!re- 
considtiring" something which he has never fully, if at 
all, : understood\ in the "light" of something else of 
which he "really does. 'not know very 'much !". - 
' # .  Comrade Chase: in the beginning. of his article ob- 
serves that he is p i n g  to*,use my criticism as a basis :fbt 
his 4'discussion. This notwithstanding, he feels , con- 
strained to introduce the alleged statement af two com- 
rades to the effect that no rnGter what happens, Social- 
ism will come much as day follows night. The  impli- 
cation seems to be that 'I too share this view. I emp'ha- 
ticallyddeny this. My previous article should make this 
perfectly clear. -I believe I there showed,. both through 
quotations from Marx and Engels as well as! by .atgum 
ment, the imbecility of the idea of an automatic con. 
summation of the Socialist ideal. Onlyin thls sense do 
I 'lcdnsider ~ Socialism inevitable :. I can hardlv conceive 
oif! the working class, when confronted with'the alter- 
nibgive of either submitting to abject, hopeless slavery, 
on .the one hand, and the potentialities of the Indus- ' 
trial. Republic f o r  good and general well-being, absence 
df poverty ahd -misery, freedom for all, on theL ather 
hand, I*;can hardly., I repeat, conceive of " a working 
a dasa, ;drilled and educated in Socialist principles, failtng 
to:.di.ganize so, a's to bring about that consummtition, sb 
gkvovtly wished fo r .  And' it is exactly because of my 
4 4 faith in man, man's faith in rnan,"'a~ C6mra.de C h i e  
puts it, :coupled with my understanding of the economic ' 
and social 'forces at work, that I believe Socialism pos- 
sible, not in a thousand years, but just as soon as we 
get that working class organized. This again brings 
us back to the necessity of our%giving the very best that 
is in'us, to become active agents in this work of socialf 
regeneration, basing o u r ,  tactics and methods upon . 
material economic conditions, such as we find them. 
Comrade Chase complains that our movement is 
progressing too slowly. "Can it be," says he, "that the 
progress we are now making is- all that is possible??' 
T h a t  our methods of propaganda may be improved is 
too obvious to need comment. Any suggestions C o p  
rade Chase may offer will undoubtedly be appreciated. 
- - 
But the comrade does not seem. to see anv result to 
speak of from the twenty years of the ,existence of the 
S.L.P. H e  who would build a house upon the site of 
'a* old *structure must nkeds tear dowr; this structure 
and clear away the debris, etc. What would we say o f -  
a man who deprecated the "waste" of time of destroy- 
ing the old on the ground that no evidence of the 
wished-for new structure appears while this process 
goes on? The position of Comrade Chase is precisely 
- that  of such a man. The S.L.P. has been doing this 
16 clearing-away" work these many years and the winder 
isidnot that we have not done more, but that we kave 
accomplished' what we have and yet preserved our ex- 
istence. I, for one, hold that on the whole, and "with- 
the material a t  hand, and considering the conditions we 
- 
are contending against, we are doing what can be done." 
The- language of Comrade Chase differs very little 
from that of the Utopian who is always wishingcertain 
things done and, wishing hard enough, fondly imagines ' 
that some way or  other it will help matters along. 
' With-all  this it ishot  yet clear to me why Socialist 
(-Mamian) principles should need' reconsideration and, 
of all things, in the light of a Bergson! I venture to 
suggest that Comrade Chase is confounding the basic 
principles of the movement with the application of 
those principles. This b r i k  ush down to the real "sa- 
- 
lient point"-: the law of value-~arxian economics. 
(This, then, and not his "exhortation in favor of crea- 
tive, vital, consci,ous action on the part of the. Socialist 
Labor Party . . . ," etc., is the- "salient point," the 
"exhortation" being the general burden of the lecture.) 
First-as to value. Whenever Marx uses, the 
word value he means exchange value. This value (in 
commodities) is, as stated, determined. by the . quan- 
tity of labor time~socially necessary for their reproduc- 
tion. The value 05 commodities, however, cannot be 
realized before the): have proved themselves to be utili- 
ties, use values. The  use value of a commodity consists 
in its quality ,of satisfying a certain want. Value (ex- 
. change value) is a congelation of abstract human labor. 
This value, however, has no 'existence separate and 
* apart.  from material objects-nor is it possible to dis- 
,cover it as one discoveks the chemicalAproperties of 
material objects. It does not, of course, add to the 
matter existing, but simply transforms that matter. Re- 
qaiiring isolated, .accordingly, the exchange value of a 
dorrimodity could not assert itself; it is only by being, 
brought in relation to each other as exchangeable ob- 
jects that the value of commodities can be realized. 
Comrade Chase may object to using the word-value 
as exchange value. Political economy, however, has 
settled that question. Not only do Ricardo and Marx 
use. it in that sense, but even John Stuart Mill says: 
'^The word value, when tised - without adjunct, ilways 
means, in political economy, value in exchange; br as'it 
has been called by Adam Smith and his successorti, en- 
changeable value,. a phrase which no amount of authoirb 
ity that can be quoted for it can make other than)bacf 
English. Mr. De.Quincey spbstitut~s the term exchange 
value, which is unquesti,onable." . s 
Comrade chase may dso  object to my distinguidh- 
ing betwefen use, value and exchange value. Realizing 
the impossibility of doing justice to this subject within 
. the .narrow lihits of a newspaper article (if, 'indeed, f 
possess ,the abiiity) I should likezto make a few quota- 
tions, which may make the matter clearer to the reader. 
Chase has manifested a predilection for the :Ancients 
by invoking the shades of Plato and Herac1itub.i Ibshall 
invoke that .of a man 'to !whose genius Marx has paid 
:t Qf the most unreberved tribute-Aristotle. Says-' he.:. . 
. everything which we possess there are two' uses: both 
belong to things as such, but not in:.the samk .manie.r, 
for one is the proper, -and,the othe/r the ,improper or 
secondary use of it. For example; a, ~sh'oe .is : wed for 
wear, and is used for exchange; both are the uses 04 
the shoe. H e  who gives a shie in ejrchange for-money 
or food tg him who wants one does indeed'use the shoe 
as a shoe, but this is not its proper or primary purpose; 
for a shoe is not made to betcan object of  barter. The 
same may be said of all possessions, for* the art of exh 
9 9 '  change extends to all of them. . . . ( "Politics," 
translated by Ben.. Jowett. Colonial Press Ed., pp. 
I 2-13.) I 
- Ricardo quotes Adam Smith, saying:. "The word 
value has two different meanings, sand sometimes ex- . 
presses the utility of some particular object and some- 
times the power of purchasing other goods which the 
possession of that object conveys. The  one may be 
called value in use; the %other value in exchange. The  
,things which have greatest value in use have frequently 
little or no value in .exchange ; and on the contrary 
those which have the greatest-value in exchange, have 
little or  no use in- value." Ricardo continues: "Water 
and air are abundantly useful; they are indeed indis- 
pensable to existence, yet, under ordinary circum- 
- stances, nothing can be obtained in exchange for them. 
Gold, on the' contrary,' though of little use compared 
with air and water, will exchange for a great quantity 
- 
of other goods. - 
"Utility then is not the measure of exchangeable 
value, although it is absolutely essential to it. If a 
commodity were in no way useful-in other words, if 
L it could in no way contribute to our gratification-it 
would be destitute of exchangeable value, however - 
scarce it might be, or  whatever quantity of labor *might 
be necessary to produce it." (Ricardo, "Principles of 
Political Economy," p. 'I.) So much for that. 
Now as to Comrade Chase's definition of value and 
his objection to the report on this particular point, I 
am not going to quarrel with him oykr that. Though I. 
am reasonably sure that he made the statement as re- 
ported, I am~willing to accept his correction. I cannot 
+see, however, how that is going to improve his case. 
First he says (as quoted in my previous article) :, "It 
is not labor which gives a thing its value. Labor is ap- 
plied to a thing because it is valuable." (Incidentally, 
this is decidedly a rejection of the Marxian law of 
value.) Now he says: "Value is the importance a man 
atta'ches to a good:" This importance, he says, is de- 
termined "by other things,'among which are the avail- ( 
&ility of such goods; that in general . . . . the impor- - 
tance'to be attached to any unit of such goods will in .. 
!general depend upon its cost of production- ." We 
have then: Value is importance, etc.; importance is de- 
termined 'by availability, etc., i.e., supply and deman,d, . 
ergo, the value of a commodity is determined by supply 
and demand l \ , -  I
Further.-First we are told that labor is applied 
to a thing because it is valuable. Value is defined as im- 
portance attached to a commodity. Later we are told 
thitt importance depends upon the cost of production,, 
i.e., labor applied; and labor is applied, etc.-and here 
we- are back where We started, reasoning around and 
around in a vicious circle. 8 
Immediately following the last quotation (ending 
"cost of production") Chase says, "and thus we arrive 
at the conclttsion accepted by Marx from his predefes- 
sors." If this means anything, it -must *be that M a d s  
conclusion is that the value of a commodity is deter- 
mined by its *cost 6f production. I know of no aucb . 
conclusion. I stated 'before that5 the value of a '  cam- 
modity is determined by the amount of socially neces- 
sary, labor time required fo,r its reproduction which is - 
< 6 the 'Marxian "conclusi-on? Now, socially necessary 
- labor time" 'and - cost .of production are two distinct 
things: In "cost of production" is included; among 
- other things, wages; it would follow, then, that the 
higher the wages the capitalist pays, the, greater thk 
value of the commodity and, conversely, the lower the 
wages, the lower the value., The  capitalist has seized <- 
\,upon this ap+pat.ent truth- and worked it for all it is 
worth. Whenever the wdrkers demand higher wages, 
he frantically appeals to the dear "public," saying: 
"Look here, these kicked wdrkers of ours insist on 
higher wages. Now, good folks, if' we have to pay-' 
more wages, it will add to the cost of production, and 
b e  shall have to demand higher prices for our goods." 
And protesting their utter dislike for any such thing, 
they beat the workers into submission and, if conditions 
are at all favorable, raise prices anyway, to the extent 
, they can do it. 
Labor is the source of all social values. But labor 
power, i.e., the workers' ability to perform a useful 
social function of some sort or other, is a commodity. 
Thifcommodity labor power shares the characteristics 
(with but one exception) of all other commodities. It 
presents itself as a use value and as an excharige value. 
~ t s  exchange value is determined by the quantity of 
social necessaries required to maintain and reproduce 
the worker in- his status of wage worker. Its use value, 
however, is its capacity of producing more use values 
than it itself requires for keeping alive and working- 
' in other words, it produces values over and above its 
own exchange value-surplus value. If we suppose . 
that at a given time social necessaries needed by the 
worker require ,2 hours for their production and the 
working day is one of 10 hours, the proposition may 
be presented as follows: 
2 Hours - 8 Hours 
v $&&g 
Value of L h r  Power Surplus Value 
IOr Or 
Necessary Labor T h e  Surplus Labor Time 
A B C 
Total P c o d h  of a Working Day 
Line A to B represents the time necessary to produce 
the necessaries f& the workers, which accordingly. eon- 
stitutes his exchange value; line I3 to C represents the 
use values produced in excess of that value and which 
is expropriated by the capitalist-it constitutes surplus 
value or  unpaid labor. Now it will be clear that if the 
workers manage to raise 'their wages- (other conditions 
remaining unchanged) it, can only be done by removing 
B nearer, to C - in oth,et wordp, by cutting into the 
wealth of which the capitalist class has robbed the 
working class. 
, Comrade Chase disagrees with me when I say that 
if supply and demand deternine the value of commodi- 
ties it follows that.-when supply and demand are equal, 
and the difference in the relation between them, which 
supposedly determined their value, having ceased to 
be, then the .copmodity would, have no value. H e  says 
that " 'supply' aqd demand are equal' has no meaning 
unless a-certain 'price' is understood." This is exactly 
the point. Notwithstanding the fact that supply and . 
demand are equal it still has a certain "price," and it 
is for this reason that the supply and demand theory is 
absurd. When Chase puts "price" in quotation marks 
he indicates that he does not mean price in the real 
sense. What, then, is this "price"? It is nothing but 
the value of that commodity. , In the long run all com- 
modities sell at their -value-the price or  money forin 
of that value indicates the perturbing conditions in the 
market, which at  one time causes a commodity to sell 
below, and another time above its value. Hence, we 
see that despite Comrade Chase's dislike for the Marx- 
ian value theory, he-is compelled to fall back upon it 
to sustain his argument, even though he does call it 
6 t A S .  price." 
' . -  Just 'one more'consideratiori of the theory that "it 
, is dot labor which gives a thing its value, but labor is 
applied to a thing because it is,valuable." Are .not air 
and water "valuable" ? Are 'they not, indeed, absolute- 
ly, necessary for the existence of life? Yet we do not 
find labor .being applied to them, except perhaps under 
very extraordinary circumstances. Exchange value 
neither possesses. Now, Comrade Chase regards these 
!ttachpical discussions" as - "practically a vice because 
unproductive of genuine agitation or organization." 
The implication is that these theories of economics may 
be good or  bad, right or  wrong, but they have no real 
connection with the revolutionary movement. I decid- 
edly disagree with Chase here. Marxian economics 
,forms the' cornerstone, the basis for our entire move- ' 
ment. T o  the extent the Marxian principle's are refuted, 
to -that extent 'is the impossibility of Socialism proven. 
Remove this basis, and your movement collapses. "So- 
eiaGsrn is nothing if it is not sciektific," as Comrade 
Daniel De Leon said at the Cooper .Union First of 
May meeting. Hence it is of prime importance that 
we understand these  economic theories, and he who 
rejects them cannot logically call himself a Socialist. 
The inseparable connection between Marx's economics 
and the Socialist movement is best shown by the per- 
sistency and vehemence with which the professaria1 
hirelings of capitalism attack the law of value and the 
concl~sion which the Socialist draws therefrom. , And 
the discussion of these .Chase calls a vice l I 
Apropos,, it seems that anything Chase disagrees 
9, 6 4  with is either "vicious, superstition" or "provincial- 
. ismw-I submit that the employment of such expres- 
iiow indicates a denunciatory, rather than an argumen- 
1 
tative and reasoning spirit. They might as weU be dis- 
vense.d with. . . 
L 
Chase says : "If a capitalist economist's economics 
is designed to teach a cdpitalist to make millions of 
dollars while his workers work for $2 a day, why that 
will furnish a perfectly adequate basis for  your argu- 
ment with the $2 a day worker against the capitalist 
system and in favor of industrial democracy." 
\ First: .No system of economics is designed nor 
needed to  teach a capitalist to "make millionsw--he 
can do this excellently well, provided he has the requi-' 
site capital a t  hand and a glutted labor market. The 
usefulness of the work of the capitalist professorial 
economist is in helping the capitalist to preserve .and 
maintain his stolen millions by blinding and confusing 
the exploited wage ,slaves with false economics, thereby 
preventing them from understanding their true position 
in society, and keeping them disorganized o r  unorgan- 
ized with the perpetuation of the capitalist- system as 
a consequence. 
second: The mere fact of there being -in existence, 
on the one hand, a small class, possessing all the wealth 
of society and performing no useful function; and on 
the other, a large class of propertiless beings, possess- 
ing nothing of this world's goods- the  further fact 
that the society is reeking with roeenness and corrup- 
tion-all of this is, taken by itself,' no reason why So- 
cialism should be the next logical step. In ancient Rome 
.we find all the wealth of that time concentrated in the 
hands of a small clique of Patricians and rich Plebeians; 
we find a large mass of propertiless freemen and slaves 
clamoring for more of those "worldly" things. Political 
corruption, immorality, in short, rottenness and genera1 
corruption were as rampant then as \pow. Yet no one 
in his senses would say that Socialism might have fol- 
lowed immediately upon the dissolution of the Roman 
Empire. W e  know that society had to go through that , 
painful, though necessary, process of serfdom and 
wage slavery, so that the productive forces might be 
developed to a point where plenty could be supplied 
for  all with but a minimum of ekertion. The  potential- 
ity for such a society is here. Therefore Socialism IS 
the next logical form of society. 
Third: The  mere fact that a capitalist makes mil- 
lions and a worker only $2 is in itself no proof that the 
worker is being exploited, nor that the capitalist is not 
entitled to his millions. T o  be sure, it arouses the sus- 
picion that something must be wrong. But it must be 
proved. According to Chase's argument, it would be 
just as logical to say that because one set of workers is 
making, say $50 a week, and another set about $5, 
therefore the $5 ones are being exploited and should 
establish the industrial democracy. I t  is only because 
we can prove the scientific correctness of the law of 
value that we know that it 'is labor, and labor only, 
which imparts value to things, and that consequently 
the capitalist is as useless to society as potato-bugs are 
to the growth of potatoes. Useless-nay, today, harm- 
ful. And it cannot be repeated with sufficient emphasis 
that it is only through the Marxian principles of eco- * 
nomics that we can prove this. 
When Comrade Chase says that the discussidn of 
these "technicalities" is a vice, I would call his attention 
to the fact that it was he and not the present writer 
who started this discussion. And that it was not aQ 
accident, but a deliberate act of his is proved by his 

. 
are not everything. The road to hell, we are told, is 
paved with good intentions. And we shall require the 
aid of Mamian economics to keep us on the right side 
of that River Styx, which separates the Socialist from 
the 
P A R T  T H R E E .  L 
By Daniel De &on. 
AND THIS IS A PROFESSOR. 
(Daily People, May 3, 1902.) 
Prof. E. S. Meade of the University of pennsyl;a- 
nia is just now the best quoted professor. H e  .is in 
great demand by the trust powers. The  trust powers 
need a man, who, with the air of science backed by the 
jingle of figures, can make it appear that the trust is 
an impossibility, at  least, that it is a possibility that 
cannot last, one of those things, one of those eyils that 
may rise, but that break their own backs. If the trust 
will break its own back, why bother about legislation 
against it? I t  can be left alone-and that is just what 
the trust is after: to be left alone. Prof. Meade is, ac- 
cordingly, the man for the trusts. But while Prof. 
Meade may be satisfying the trust, he is not satisfying 
the intelligent followers of his reasoning. Among the 
; stupidities that 'he has just uttered is this : 
6 I T o  my mind this is the real trust question-will 
the shares of the industrials take their place among the 
safe investments of the country? If this question can 
be answered in the affirmative, the specter of monopoly 
stone; ag+; o f  - 'qpnqyics.. The idea ..,...thqt . -a man with 
$ I 00 cqg; became 'jk , wwpol.Y"-~ implies ig- 
norarke of what monopoly #means, - .. in other words, of 
what tapititism means. 1 
Capital is not any and all amount of wealth. Cap- 
ital is that amount, of wealth that is large enough to 
render cornpetitidn' hlird, ' if at' a l ~ . . ~ ~ s i b G ,  to the man 
with a smaller amount, and thkt kbl-rii>eb the wsrking- 
man to submit to be fleeced by it. The man with $100 
may ;buy .me.  share in 'a rnomljolyi but: ,what good does 
that dol.hh. Me .cannot l i e  off ;the proceeds of that, 
the; $ 5 .  or $6 or $7 a year that his ,share will yield; 
- whilti,: on' other hiiad, his ,$I ocp falls wholly under 
contrd . [of ' . the.; $arg$: i . haidem, , .who,' * dprating . that 
amourit with.,inttny, athkr~, are thereby all the 
better: abk 20 ccrackj.the whip. 'of :wage slavery over the - 
$ I oo sharew~d&ng, ,mrkirigrn.en.. As mlf Say &hat the 
wage earngo .in,&uuch a monopolistic concern is a pattner 
therein b&ause, he invests his own hide by selling it as 
a wage - s l a ~ ~ ,  C' ' <  ' ,  \ 
T h e  specter :of .monopoly- or capitalism can. never be 
laid for the simple mason that monopoly is no specter 
bub a; tangible monstei. No incantations ciiPi dispose pf 
the: monktek It  - muit be: lassoed. &d +he las$6ing .can 
be: done ddy: by the tlad~cons~ious- wbrkingrnan h o ,  
organized under : the' banner o f  the Socialist Labor 
Pakty, manihes to the capture of the public powers, for 
the; parpose :of n~idhaliaing the monster. Once nation- 
alized the &onst& .-~&ll- be a # dbtile :&andmaid to hian. 
reasons that prostitute. the naiKIProfessor Meades be 
the least of the blessings derived from the change. 
PROFESSOR-ELFOTI&'NA. * . .  . 
(Daily People, February 3, .1903.! . I 
* . . 
* .  , ' .  
President Eliot of Harvard his * again been ta+g 
things. This time his audience w a s  dnewsboys. The 
Boston despatches say be addressed thexi in WesIeyan 
Hall. His subject was "Wo~k;" Th&:.ref.rain of the 
address was : "Nevet work tabdetratelyc . :Work at top 
speed. - The .object of human 'lib 56 to. increase happi- 
ness and joy. Work, work at &top spiaed.'? The Boston 
dbspatches break off abruptl);.' They 'db not describe 
the frame of mind the - n ~ b @ , . l ~ . ~ e -  intelligent news- ' ' 
boy& were left in, nor thd tlxoughte 'that must hhve . 
cropped up and bumped each other in their heads; ' ,  
. - .Here i s  a newsboy, -. tHe. *can't. ; i m a i n  a boy for- 
ever. once but of boyhood, ! he, musts go into the fk- , 
tory. H e  carries with him P r e s i d ~ ~ .  Eliot's words c: 
. !'The. object of h u ~ n  life is '  happiness. 'Work at .  tolj 
speed." And he saiks -in and works - works a t '  top- 
speed. Does happiness . follow? /He has no work un- * 
* less his employers have* orders a@ edpect orders. What 
is the immediate result of his $brkirig 'at "top .speedw? 
I~eyjtably, that the 6rdrers ace Stled. in shorter timt ; ' I 
L 
M 
t 
.*jn, they wobld otherwise be. 
~ ~ * l $ ~  of &it3 ?lie result, is t 
~ l i ; i ~ i c ' & ~ ~ ~ h n ~ &  and unctiori he will '6; told that therk 
is, .a~t.~b~o.v~rproduction" and that not before the ''ovei- 
Pfodti&$", willhavk beei conbqmed can he get work 
aqain. what' is his. condition, thih ? One of, happiness 7 
1 :  ' , , '  f.&i ih&,'.reverse--one of wretchedkkis. pursuing the 
a e - .  
~ ~ n k r ~ ;  , t , . r f  ( .  . .ma&ed out for  .hin;';by P&~.:EI~Q~,:  G 1 '  SO . . fai 
from reacgifiga happiness via "work at tdp. spee'd," &C 
route. has led h i h  plurAp into unhappiness.. 
:After having heard Prof. Eliot, t s e '  thinking new* 
boy r:, nit&, have fklt sdre perplixed. The  moral serise 
r o q i t s  A him to. Venerate ,"Work:' - no need of tge 
/ .  . , < .  ' ,  
, Lefp o f  any profbisor for that; the experience, of . his , 
eldk&,'that , ' .  . very diperience I "  that - throws him,+on .the 
streets to earn a living dvh'en,,be should be at  school and 
oh the playground, tells .him', i n  the contyqry, that the 
, more he venera'tis "Work" the wdrse off ' he  will be: 
Facts, hard and cruel, are within him at  fisticuffs with 
his moral promptings. Since time immemorial the seers 
and bards of the race have perceived in man two con-.- 
flicting s p i r i ~ t h e  Good and :thg *. Bad. The  conflict. 
: appearcin the highly dramatized' Faust, and more re- 
cently in  Stevenson's "Dr; Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," and 
in. Poe's "William Wilson." ..Yet 'not all the torments 
aid'tortures of Faust, Dr. Jekyll and William w,iIsoq, 
rolled into one, can compare with the conflict,, raised 
w@h" ' the, healthy workingman ' by the 'clas$'qf his 
instinkt that Glli h i s  "T? labor'ii t b  prayl'! 
the, bi'tter experience that bring'$ borne to him th,i ,fact 
that '"To labor is to die." To that "hell oo earth" 
I?rdfoi Elioti leave' the workingman's, a ,ireT. . 
N&i- ohii$ d 
, , .  
they , r  of I .  better ( < .  opportunitiest-: / a  J . 
pa . , 
\ r 
pay their debt to the race, by reaching out a helping 
hand to the struggler, and restore peace to his tempest- 
tossed mind. 
That  work is left to the Socialist, the militant So- 
cialist, the Socialist Labor Party man. It is he who 
brings the torch of enlightenment. It is he who recog- 
nizes and shows why, today, "To labor is to die." I t  is 
he who thereby lights the path to the Socialist Repub- 
lic, where alone labor can become a sacrament. 
And that mission-the mission of drilling the work- 
ing class into 'fit architects of the Socialist Republic- 
the S. L. P. will achieve. It will achieve its mission 
athwart the howl raised and all impediments thrown in 
its path by the jabbering crew of politicians, professors 
and pulpiteers, that today ply their nefarious traffic in, 
and are in possession of the Temple, whence the Par- 
ty's whip of- twisted cords is driving them. 
THE PICKPOCKET TRICK. 
(Daily People, January 19, 1904.) 
Curious news that, from the University of Mis- 
souri I 
I Not so many years ago a voice went up from the 
grave, and was echoed through the. grkvestones of the 
capitalist papers and magazines. . It was the voice of 
dead and buried Malthusianism. Not the declining 
wage of our working class merchandise-declining in 
even .step with the excess of its supply, thrown into' the 
labor market by privately owned, improved machinery 
-not that was the "Yellow Danger" that was to 
-Chinee-ize the land. The regalvanized corpse of Mal- 
thus was trotted out elaborately arguing Malthusianly ' 
that the tidal wave of over-population was gathering 
>hedd in the Yangtse-Kiang -Valley7 and was to over- 
whelm us ! 
. 'And now, what's that that falls upon the startled 
ear? not from far  away Peking or '  Foochow, but from 
nearby Missouri, from the University of Missouri? 
'Tis this: The despatches announce that *the goody- 
goody students have goody-goodily petitioned [the 
faculty to cut down their meals from three , t o  
two a day! Remembering that but recently Yale 
students, glorying in the badge of "scab," jumped 
in to take the places of striking drivers and 
thus, make certain a cutting down of meals-earning 
wages ; remembering that from Columbia University 
recently went out a call to millionaires, quite dointedly 
explaining why they should make generous donations 
to an institution that teaches the dogma of cooliedom 
for the toiling masses and mandarindom for the idle 
capitalist-remembering- these and many other in- 
stapces 'of the same nature, the news that comes from 
the University of Missouri is rather more than a straw 
that discloses the direction of the stream. 
The pickpocket,' when he has .designs upon the way- 
fare.r's RIGHT hand pocket, bumps him on the LEFT. 
Out capitalist rulers, &rough their press, colleges $and 
. pillpits-the drums capitalistic-hav,e in this matter 
been emulating the pickpocket. Meaning at  home to 
breed the "Yellow Danger," they have, with their Mal- 
thusian. claptrap about China but sought to .draw at- 
tkI;tion from their own fingers ! 
themselves. 
. 'I 
immature economic .condit~ions, !Mind the mind to' an 
appreciation of the. pregnant . fact that modern indus- 
tries ndw work for. the :public, that they employ the 
public, that the public depends upon them; in short, 
that the character of industry stands -transformed - 
once a private. afiair, it has developed into a public 
, ministry. . , , .  I . . .  
I "That an industry which supplies the .dommunity 
' 
with ice is a ~ub l i c  ministry may escape thk superficial 
observer. But it carinot escape even the sluggish eye 
of the most supe~ficiai .that :the E ~ d h s t r ~  which supplies 
the community hith ' infortnation &is ~a&cally different 
from. a private affair. The  newspiher. industry, ac- . 
tordingly, brifigs out ip clearest lightVthe' pbint of de- 
velopment reached.. As3 with thtt' ihdubtries ,that supply 
the community with the material) needs of '  life, those 
that supply it withkood for the mind'have .reached that 
point where ;virtual: fnonbpoly exists - the' capital 
needed to operate them is not within reach of the 
masses. Thek functions have become . . public and, ,there- 
fore, sacred; yet the means ta operate them have re- 
mained private, and therefore,. left them subject to pri- 
9F: , # . . . : ,  vate, whim, caprice add interests. 
r 4 
, ... < . . 1 - ,  
\ r  
What is s ~ ~ i d  above a b ~ u t  he pxivate corporations 
that, furnish the public with infomation, holds, of 
!course, with regard ,to institutions of .learning-in some 
respects even more so. ,Of to-urae professok Wood- 
berry and MacDoyvell a.re right in .their concrete 
charges, and of. course the press's sympathy with them 
isright. But what is the case of Columbia University '; 
but merely an .aggrgvation of an orgariic evil, an evil 
that. is structural in capitalist . society? Professors 
i 
I 
- 
, / 
'! 
1 r 
* i ' . +W&dberrg, s and M'acDowell' might: have . said 
/ deal more than they dtd. That  &hey did not shows how 
little they understarid the 'wurce of the ills they co 
plain of. 
As a factory is'not run "for the hedtk" of its 8~ 
ers, as a newspaper is noti operated ''for the fun" . i  
affords its stockholde~s, neithjer is a privately owne 
"institution of lea~ning" con&cted for "patriotism 
They are all run for.  the profitmuf ;their owners. Do n 
Professors Woodberry and MacDowell know that r e  
cently one .of the .Coju~bia  University professors - 
Monroe smith-issue5d. .a circulgr ~ 1 1  far {money for 
the university addressed to millionaires, arid there, held 
la~guage which amounts to-this: . "Share , .with us your 
wealth; it is a good. investment; yqu need the block- 
heads whom we cultivate; if we do not addle the brains : 
of these youths where would youi be; shell out!"-do j 1 
not Professors Woodberry a n d f  MacDowell , know 
that ? 
The monstrosity of private corporations .of learn. 
ing, just now exemplified -by Columbia ~ n i v e r s i t ~ ~  * 
throws a clear ,light upoptthat other and kindred mom 
strosity-the privately owned newspapers, the vehicles ' 
of aaily public information ; and the combined light of 
the two brings o u t  the fundamental monstrosity on ' I  
which' they are' both giafts, the private ownership of 
the, needed. land on. the needed capital with which ta 
produce the necessari-es-of lite. 
Privately owned Columbia University is no worse 
r and no better than her siiter monopolies, all of whom, : 
newspapers and factories, are run to suit the private, 
- and to the nation disastrous whims, ham-ices $nd ,IN- - 
TERESTS of their' owners. 8 \ .  
,' \ 
Thus the Woodbeiry-MacDowell explosion is but 
one more rip in the ripping ,btructure of capitalist' so- 
cietv. 
I 
FO;RU3Mq RULES BROKEN. 
.. (Daily .People, January 14, 1905.) 
:y; 
. wxi 
. It IS not the fair thing 'to take advanta e of an ad- f versaiy's slip. For once, howeve,r, we sha 1be deliber- 
ately unfair. On the ' second of this month Judge J. 
Ward Healey delivered an address in Leominster, 
Mass., before'a club called the Forum. The  address 
wiis on"Education," and the judge opened' his address 
*ith the statement that he decided to accept-the invita- 
tion when informed that "the forum was patterned af- 
ter that famous body of ancient Rome, where every one' 
was privikeged to present his views and arguments." 
On this principle, the judge qinvite-d the severest criti- 
cism.. Now; it so happens that "'that famous body 'of 
ancient .Rome," known as the forum, was one inwhich 
"everybody" was not allowed to "present his views and 
argurndnts." Only 'the officers of the government were . 
allowed to do-so ( the 'masses had to keep respectful si- 
lence, interrupted only by theii' vot'e; they 'could say 
"Aye" o r  they tonld say "Nay,"' and that was the limit 
of t.heir "presentation of their views and arguments.." 
w e  certainly, the memories of the Rome forum being 
invoktid, would have kept our peace, except to utter as 
toud a "Nay.!" as possible to the judge's views. But 
the judge having slipped and invited an un-forum-likeb 
\ . \ 
-criticism, we 'shall! 'srvail EMcrselves- df th'e ''slip. to dirhol- 
ish b e  gentleman's arguments.; ' ; ' 4 ' 6 
J,udge Healey argues ,for "practical education." 13e 
realizes that man does not live by bread alone, and, on 
the o&er hand that mental and moral training, without 
bread, stand on loose foundation. The judge, accord- 
ing$, favors greatly the moral and intellectual devel- 
opment of the child that gdad skhooling in these direc- 
tions will impart ; but. he rializes that SOMETHING 
must be; done to enable the child to earn a living when 
he i s  grown to ma~hood,. and he, kgrreqtly indicates that 
that SOMETHING remains . t o  . he, , ,  ,dope. ,' Sq far Judge ' *  
Healey is a veritable' D i n h  come. (to judgment. From 
there on, however, the learned gentleman becomes 
~ o ~ b e r r y .  That. ~ 0 & 4 E T H ~ ~ G ~ ~ a ~ c o c d i n ~  t  the 
judge, is "manual - training." , I t  plenty and good "manual 
training,'! and the ,problerq is wl'ved. Evidently Judge. 
Healey has run up against the . I , ? .  socia . question like a 
comp;tssless~ and rudderless ship may be imagined to 
run u p  the beach'on a moonless night. ) 
The problem is: How'can.~a relatively and abso- 
lutely increasing working'&i&l'be able to find employ- , 
rnent under a s ~ c i a l ' ~ ~ ~ t e m  y h i ~  the number of work- 
ers needed r ~ u s t  ' relatively d&iine ? s 
( 6  O&iously, under such cir~urnbtances, manual," or  
any other training ,is like a 'plaster on a wooden leg. 
So long as the supkrior &aipini.::is shared by only a 
few, these few may"have advastages over the many. 
But just as soon.as the training becomes general, it. can 
no longer affect any, worker for 'the better. -The only 
diff erente would be that th;. . employing or capitalist 
class will be able 'to make still"laiger profits.. All supe- 
rior qualifications of labor cannot.clpose # -  but fall to the 
. . bf 'fhaf: dbgk in *the manger c l a i b  that hblds' :the 
e~antb df prodfiction without which 'the workingman 
, rafik9t exbrcise hb labor power. * 
a ' -  Thie solution of the problem against which Judge 
~ & l @ +  has burhped his nose Gill not be found .in mak- 
e 
irig* the . working elassf, more proficient wage slaves. 
Work'for ail cdn come only wheri the opportunity for 
ekrnlng a living shall' be f ree-and that is out of all \ 
$he&ionq when the land on, and the capital with which 
to : are -private property; it can oilly come about 
b~'making the 4citiiens. collectively the owners of the 
ri&e'ssaries, far wotk-THAT is the SOMETHING 
n'eeded. ) .  q 
I : '  !A.more proficient, but toolless working class, Your 
Handr,'will-be . all the more helplessly ' plundered ; on 
tlie.'otfier hind, a tool-owning working class, however 
 skilled to' starc-with, will speedily rise to the highest 
ndch of' pioficiinc~: Tlhe fruits of Iaabor being p a r -  
' anteed, as they can be guaranteed only under Socialism, 
thle incentive to proficiencv will take care of the rest. 
, . 
A'S UNIVERSITIES.. 
(Daily People, February 22, 1905.) 
. , 
' . 
I .  
. . $ ,  
;.Whiin.e+er thkre is in k3urope a throb for progress 
the'?esp&ches will be seen to contain items on the share' 
takeh%y students. .Ih various degrees of intensity, Ithe 
tident ever futnishei a good portion of the enthusiasm 3 sudi ~ublichemonitrati6ns. Not infrequently he f i r-  
: nCslhCsf more' thin merk enthusium, he spills his blood. 
!%&liingly.hab this been the case with the Russian stu- 
e latest incident in point- Even r. 
atches become epic when they 'S 
he Neva Hall  of the univer- " 
rn was 'packed to suffocation ' 
to the tohch than the youth of a Iand,the element that ' 
a s  yet has not been "sobered" by the carking cares of . 
the struggle for existence? So well known a fact is this ' 
exceptions are found, the exceptions are the exact re- 
verse of what constitutis the exception in Europe. Feb- 
- I 
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maty 20,'on the occasion of the St. Petersburg Univer-- 
sity demonstration for freedom, a reactionary students9 
meeting was called to offset the other; but it failed; 
only a few students attended; they were the exception, 
and the meeting was abandofied. In America the excep- 
tion would be and is the other way. Chauncey M. 
Depew, the representative in the United States Senate 
of the Vanderbilt earldom, known otherwise as the 
Vanderbi'lt railroad interests, uttered a substantial 
truth when he said that Socialism had not succeeded in 
invading the American college. Depew prided, himself 
upon the fact. There was cause aeither for pride nor- 
shame. 
Whoever feels either pride or  shame at the pos- 
ture of- the American college succumbs to two errors, 
which resolve themselves into one. H e  imagines that '  
revolution spells the same thing everywhere; and he 
fancies that the article is a pube mind-fancy: In  other 
words, he fails to perceive the difference in the mate'- 
. rial'conditipns that surround Europe; he fails to see 
that, the two territories are at different stages of devel- 
opment; in short, and as a consequence of this, he ii 
looking for the real American college in the wrong' 
, direction. 
'What is commonly called. the American "c'ollege" 
or  "university" is the stamping-groufid of the of. 
the identical class whose youth makes dp the universi- 
ties of Europe. Whatever may yet happen in Russia, 
the result of the depth(impossib1e as yet to fathom, 
reached by the Socialist propaganda in the land, one 
thing stands clear a s  a pike,-and that is that all the de- 
mands, so far  audible, made by the revolutionists, are 
,the demands of a radical bourgeoisie that is shaking off' 
1 
'the shackles. of; .feudal --rule,- *Whatever: ,may yet happen,, ;. 
as t h e  result of a ~ 6 ~ i ~ i i s t  propaganda, whose practical 
, cruit . .  it . I is'- now too, early. to qstimate, ,there is. as yet; . 
nothing to indicate that the Russian proletariat will,-be 
, 
ready at this. crisis to- do more than. to furnish. the hu-, 
man sinews. for the raising of a bourgeoisr structure-. '. . 
a social step that' has hitherto been found necessary in 
. order to reach the final- goal of the abolition of class 
. 
rule, that .is, the establishment pf. Soci;4lism. Smql1,won- 
+r, ac'cordingly, that the, fire that tq&y buss in the 
University of St. Petersburg is not found to burn in the.  
American. colleges, so-called. Here  the fire is a burn? 
out coal. The  bulk of the youth in our colleges conse-. 
quently stand to the approaching Socialist Rev~lution 
of America in the identical relation that the reactionary. 
students in Russia stand t.oday to their reqolutionary. 
class-mates. I , . 
, H e  who wopld look for the , r ev~~u t ioaa ry  yduth of 
- America must. look for it in America's: $revolutionary . 
class-the workingman ;. he who would look for 'the - 
real colleges ahd universities of the land must look to - ' 
the academies in which,, the workingman is trained- 
the cl~ssconscious trade union and-the Socialist Labor ' 
Party. T o  look for either among- the rbourgeois class 
6 4 and )its institutions of learning" and th:en, either 
pf~udly or  shamefacedly, say one does not find them, 
is hut.to turn into an unconscious Sam Weller, looking. 
for his father-qt. the trial of Bardell vs. Pickwick. not 
in'the audience whence the voice had proceeded but up ' 
among the rafters of the  court-house where he could 
not, possibly be. 
The  real American universities and colleges of 
today are not, the qcattered buildings said to, be of lea$ 
- ing, and that go by these' maqes. Infinitely of vaster 
proportions and reared upon national bases are the* 
universities and colleges that are today kindling the 
flame needed to light the torch for the next further 
step in civilization; and the classes that these colleges 
and universities address are to ihhe ones lectured a t  the 
old'style colleges aria universities like the sands of the 
ocean to the gravel of a puddle. Nor  is the fact a secret. 
The  strenuous efforts, put forth by the capitalist class 
to control' these *latter-day universities and colleges by 
means of their ,labor lieutenants, are but the twentieth 
century repetition af 'similar efforts, put forth by the 
rulers during the Dark Ages and continued until now 
in Russia, to clip the wings'of an enlightenment that 
their instinct tells them spells the ,"Revolution." 
There is no cause for shame that our capitalist col- 
leges and universities are1 exempt from such, spectacles 
as were witnessed at  St. Petersburg. All the enthusiasm, 
all 'the earnestness of men and worne;, all thfe crowding 
on one another's shouIders is seen today and will be 
seen increasingly in the actual academies of the people. 
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A 
COLLEGE PROFESSOR ? 
(1)aiIy People, Febniary 8, 1909.) 
Dr. Irving Fisher, the Yale physiological investi- 
gator, hast 'come out with a scheme for the life insur- 
ance-companies to enhance their profits by a system of- 
-hygiene which will make the policy - holders live-and 
pay premiums-fifteen years longer. 
I 
' "Thki.1, : too," pL(!JeSior Fibhe* o;i. &e-. fifth%' 
the National Assdciation of ~if i . ' Insurance Presideits, 
"therer'would be the vast ecoh6miic. gain to the coudte  
91) , in general by reason of the pr&lorigation of lifk. . 
This "econorriic gain" is 'sfiange god the patelit, 
ecdnomists of the bount'ry hivk J ' , i ; j  .'iikkri rtinriirig' 'after. 
with greiit persistency of ..late. ~ h f e s h r  'F'isher I -  has .. ,
joined the pursuit race, .ordj tb' trig in:,his :hasp. , . . 
t i - ' !  ' ' r ,  T o  say "son" irnpiiks id , fathtr. * , . ;  T o  . say '%hire 
would-be vast economic gain t d  S;e country by prplon- 
gatibn. of life" 'implies t h i t  ,at +FeSent ;, the I , r .,life , 'we have 
. , ,.'.! . 
Fisher's argument is false' as di,<ers?,oatbs: , . 
is "being fully utilized.','   hat; iGpli&tion s f  Professo,r 
. '  1 1 %  . . 
T h e  economic, productive ljfqivp hqve is! not today 
being fully utilized.. It is,.,an the &vt?t5ary, being reck- 
lessly,, riotously,"criminilly sguandgTqd by .the very sys-: 
tern the Dr. Fishers uphold.. ~ d d  . $ .  F &€teen . years to !the lV 
workers' lives? -. Why, every. .&p. workers are taking 
poisons and gas to shorten th9ii&ves; . . -  .) . they feel them- 
selves superfluous on' the stage,,un+r*the . * present man- 
agership. Unemployment is now recognized, even by 
capitalist apologists-witness Mr. Jules A. Guedon- 
as a chronic and necessary accorppqnimgnt :of the pres-. ' 
ent industkial system. T e n  'million' . + . ,  workkiis' are' a t  this , 
writing estimated to be' but 'of wbr'k' *ins ihe tountry. Is  
their ecofiomic life 'being utilized? 
Along with increased'wages in some trades has 
gone the :off setting fact that periods of employm6nt in 
these lines ark shorter a id  fadher between. Thousads. 
of clerks, salesmen, lawye-rs; flunkies -of one sort hnd;ah-. 
dther ar& tqday ~ h b l l y  ' itkdrAwh, $ram pxoduCiibn, 
- 
and act only as the.rnercedari& bfom emploier agairist' 
another; .or a3 dbmestic ..tgimmingsw Is ,the economic 
life of all these peop~e:'being uf'izkd . . ? 
, . 
Machines which: would simplify snd cheapen pro- ; 
duction tenfold are destroyed, o r  bought up and kept 
hidden by monopolists. Inventive genius is discouraged . 
and $hampe'red;. in order to allow the owners of the 
present less perfect.machinary to reap the "return on 
- theif investmenti" 'Is. the economic power ..of the thou- 
bands who-' cauldr%e &nployed on these machines being \ 
ukiliz ed ? . - 
$$J 
,*, .. 
wantonly destroyed after production, 
andoutput. is limited, curbed' and cuqtailed, i n  order to 
I . 4 steady prices." 1s that utilizing the economic power 
~ f ~ t h e ~ c o u n t r y ?  ;' I  . C 
Look wherever we will, th 
of the insane degeneration which a'system bf produc- 
tion for profit only is in"neitab1y bound to run into. No.  
ddubt about it,' hrihan labor -pdwer is today being rutti- 
lesslyl and alatmingly wasted. #Whata we hive is not , 
made. use'vof-whf cr$ for more l The onlv effed it 
cbutd )ha& ."wouldd be ;o ' increase t l ik  arm;- df unern- ' 
SpIofed and: thereby cut ' downp wages. 
4 
\ 
. . 
' ',@,W t 
By sht t ing his eyes t se facts, Professor ~ i s h i r  
*hits done himself nofcredit. A year or  so ago, lapropos ' 
of a dietetic controveisy, which is'more in his line, Pro- 
: f e ~ o r  Fisher 'wittily asked: "If. wire are  to chew our 
starch, and boft our meat, what 'shall we do with a ham 
sandfii;ch?'? I n  the light of hi; latest utterance, one 
feels tempted to induire: "If we are to pity the blind, 
pnd nail tlie falsifi??,, what shall y e  do with a capitalist 
, , 
~oUege professoi?"' 
69 
(Daily People, .February , 3, 1910.) 
ist Ale will 'be pushea to tne breaking point. By rutfi- 
lessly insisting upon a law of c-apitalist economi;cs, that 
brings home their merchandise 'quality to ever increas- 
ing numbers; by ruthlessly breaking through all senti- 
-mentalism, and insisting upon a law that tears up sen- 
- - 
timent by the roots; capitalism and the law 
of its existence compels it ta deprive, itself of the pro- 
tection of a superstition that blinds its victims to their 
own interest. Columbia's Dr. Clark's insistence is 
precious for good. 
\ 
For obverse .reasons Miss ~trachan's objection is 
harmful. So long as. any division of the ,army of labor 
lives' in -me'mories of a past which capitalism has thrown 
into the museum of.  antiquity!; .so lofig' ? - as any . division .. 
of the army of labor still rocks its rniiid'in the super- 
sdtioh that it is' human and not chattel;-just so long 
will the army of labor be a sort of rnob,.,dasily routed, 
captured afid inslaved by the capitalidt .cf&s. Not until 
that superstition has worn itselforit; not 'until the' c o g  
sciousness' of the proletariat-whether ~ntellectual or 
manual-will ' ' have descended ' ihto the hell 6f mei- 
khandise conditions-not until thed will they be able 
to ascend to the heaven of emancipation. 
. . 
The  Social Revolution is awaiting the consequences, 
all along the line of the market stalls in which labor is 
for sale, of the law of supply and demand upon which 
the Columbia Dr; Clarks insist. 'Then will dawn the 
day when the merchandise labor, emancipated ,in all its 
stalls-intellectual and manual--of the superstition 
that' under capitalism it is above carrots and potatoes, 
will pull itself together out of the carrot-and-potato, ( .  
that is, out of the merchandise category; and, its chest 
swelling with the dignity of manhood and womanhood, 
-71 
its mind equipped- with. the gospel o , f .  Socialism, : break , 
the chains of wage slavery, and enter into t 
and spiritual fruition of .life. ;&Tg~5;@mxs;&g&$<g;q%-&; 
,,- w .  a -< .-* -:;J ,? 
CHASE THAT PROFESSOR! ' 
(Daily People, July 25, 1910.) . 
' . i  , ,  , 
The 'New' York University School of  Commerce, 
Accounts and Finance sports as its dean, Erofessor ~JO- I 
seph French .Johnson. -*Stick a pie th.etete.: I ^ - 1 .  
- L .  I 
. . The Goo.d5 Housekeeping Magaqire seems to'be- of 
4hp :opiniqn that it would be a pity to, keep the profes; 
sor's light within the narrow walls of his university; so 
-believing, the magazine opened to the <professoi i t s  
ffa&f" pages. ,--.Stick a pin there. , I a ,  a,k-$ i 
* .  . . The resuJt of the . above two f actsf .is iirticlle by 
the professor on "Why Pfices *Are High;'' If the ar- 
ticle-.were written in the orthography petuliar to. Arm 
temus,vprd, one wogld swear it was~an addreis delivp 
ked-bY the Straw Man in the midst of his "unpar8lleled 
- 1  
wax works, ecceqtric, wild' beasts, -etcetera." 
The professor endangers his central jo 
ndikg. it with many minor jokes, decidedly economic ' 
s. W e  shall not allow the real joke to run the risk 
eing thus last sight of. Here it is-prices (are' high 
because people- are prosperous. This is a purely arith- 
metical joke, hence a dry humorist's *performance. 
If universal prosperity is the cause of high prices, 
then it follows that everybody is getting prtiportional- 
Iy higher prices. If for the coat that formerly fitched ; 
him $ I~O, the :clothier now gets $ I 5 from his landlord, 
. and for the apartment that the landlord formerly got 
$10 from the clothier he now gets $15, and so forth; 
then it follows that everybody i s  getting no more and 
no less than he got before of the necessaries of life. The 
situation would be like that. a t  some poker tables in the 
West where the -"antew of one copper is called "one 
J - dollar"; at the end of the game the player who "won 5,000 dollars" would have just 5 o d~llars-tregardless 
of what the coppers are called. In short, if everybody 
is now. getting proportionally higher prices, then it fol- 
lows that everybody is now getting no more and no 
-lessb than he got before. Finally, to get today no more 
6 I than before would be prosperity''-according to 
Prof. Johnson. Which means to ' say1 that the poker 
player above described is prosperous because he calls 
50 coppers 50 dollars. 
Professor Johnson invites his readers . to wear 
thinking caps. I t  is to be hoped they wi& If :they do, 
they will chase the professor. 
THE "WAGES FUND" THREE-CARD-MONTE. 
. The statement made by Senator F. M. Simmons of 
Narth Carolina that "the expinses of the wool and 
sugar lobbies in Washington alone, to say nothing of 
the expense of literature circulation and advertising, 
amounts to thousands of dollars" is a prime little state- 
ment. Apart from the flashlight it throws upon the 
corrupt political methods of the "law and - order" 
\ :78 
- 1 .  
Frigade, 'by idti light Afthe s t i t e d n t  a i  inside &ee is 
had at a cukihg tKree~card-monte - sleight-of-hand ,that . . .  
o8icial .bourgeois, espicialiy unive+iity . bourgkois, po- 
litical ecpnomy delights ?n-the3 "wages# 'fund"' th'edrpi 
: According-to' the theory, the total dages come and 
can come only ' from +a cirtain fund in existence. 'Cob- 
sequkntiy, if thk' fund arnouiiis.- t o * i  dollats and tfie 
riurqbki- df . wagi ' e a i n e i ~  imploy&d ii Lqu;il to y, then 
the two 'fim'res-.he one that x 'stands for and -tke 'one 
. - s  . . .  
that : 'bt&ds for-deteirnine ~with'.hithdGatical prkci- ' 
sion and rigidntisslt!he average wag& posdble. It wouId 
be xly, 'TO ~jut..the problem in definite form, if 
' j the -find, otit .of 'which alone the .wages can come th%t 
7 '  i ' i  , 
'a the capitalist: class pays the 'earners, is, say, 
$1,000; and- the nurnbkr of wage , &  eiiqi!i.s . 'employeif ig, 
say I oa, then the amrage wage 1s. add coula be,-'$10 ; 
i fr  the 'fund amounts to $ I ,obo90sd '$&I tbk wage e y w  
1 ki;s ;rnployed are* 200,060, thed '&ti $r;Fge$i,an be bnlY 
$5. With one strong eye *a#fictirig'tlie3 seikne integrity . 
of science, and the other eye, a meking eye, affecting 
the piety of benevolence, the capitalist and his econ: 
omists declare : "Gladly would we pay higher wages; ' 
our heaft$ k,at .to one. tune, 'Lov'e fcirithe WQwkei'l;; but 
heart-beats count Ifor nothing yith science ; it is a mathe- 
matical impossibility to apportion a. 'wages fund of 
$~,OO~,OOO,OOO among 5,000,ooo *ge earners so that 
each ,should r i tehe  more 'than .$6oo ;. -true$ $600 'means 
starvation ; but let us bow piously to bhe ! will 'of ' God, 
and' be submissive to the decceesxvf kticrice. Amen. 99; . 
Tt  requires ,not much of a: .quickLkye to detect the 
three-card-monte trick in the )theory. r;. ! , _  
., The wealth eoduced *by. letmi- and appropriated by 
$he, capitalist, that is, the surplus value, (or profits, are 
/ ;.m 
- divided by the capitalist into two 'parts. One part he 
luxuriates in; he calls that his' "reveriue." The  other 
, 4 6  part he turns into . capital," by 'the. aiil, of which addi- 
tional capital he figurks upon larger' pr~fits. That  in- 
creased "capital" the capitalist tieats in the manner 
that he treated his previous or origirial capital. A por- 
tion thereof he. turns into "permafi~lii''capital," ,that is, 
raw material and "plant"; the othkr iportioe he turns 
into, or reserves'foi, "variable capirtd,"'that 'is, pays 
wages with it. It is this portion thBk becomes the 
"wages fund.? # 
- Obviously, this fund -is e~erythiiig but 4 -. fund the 
. size of which is imposed upon the capitalist by ."natural - 
law"; it is everything but an amohkt 'in the shaping of 
the magnitude o f .  which the. capitdgst ha;' no hand. 
Fact is, the capitalist's hand is 'the .obiy hand that 
shapes. the magnitude of the f b d .  H e  &the gent who 
makes the division of the surplus values produced by 
labor. It is he who decides how much of ) .  the same he 
will consume, and how much -dII' turn ,into "per- 
manent capital;" and how mtich'hei~il l  have left over 
for wages, o r  the "wages fund." The process of appor- 
tioning the - three parts is one upon - which' ~apit~alists' 
bookkeeping does not always shed accurate light, and 
what light it does shed is not infrequently eclipsed by 
the light ,of some timely or provideirtkl-.conflagration. 
Ttems there are that are concqled,' sometimes under 
the head of "revenue?' or private- expenses, other times 
under the head of ''permarieAt capital." Among such 
items are the sums expended in-coiruptidn. The  "lob- 
.' by" is one of the means of corruption. How large this 
item is may be gathered f r m  Senitor Simmons's state- 
ment-a statement that. affdrds some ideamf the side- 
t 
drains uppn. the vgluye of surplus value, and the effcat . 
of the drains up&'  the size of -the. "wages fund.',', 
In - ttdating a n d  triturating the ' "wages fund" thed- 
ry, Marx credits. the dogmatic formulation of . the 
theory to "the ,arch-Philistine, Jeiemy Bentham, that 
, 
insipid, pedantic, leather-tongued oracle. of the ord'in- 
ary bourgeois intelligence df the igth century? " I f  * 
Ma&, lived .today he would. see that the "wages fund'!' 
three-car-d-rnon'te economic sleight&f-hiid is still d&g 
duty in the 20th ,century. He woU'ld see 20th century , 
official professors of political economy affecting to dis- 
card the thzoiy by discarding some : of its most. insig- 
-nificant features, yet preaching-a of. sleight-of- 
-handt within .a sleiiht-of-hand-in involved = verbiage 
the substance of the''fwagesf f k d "  theory, Pra- 
f essor Seager of Cblurnbia ,University. 
* 
A :~olu&bls . . I  University stydent write's : 
I '  . t a  
I 4-  ! 
"I knjoyed very; shuch readirig f iur  exposure of '1 4 
the wagbi furis : thikdry. in today's * (June I 7, ' $i 9 I 3 ) I Daily Rfiople. It ekposes the fallacy of the theojl  , I  
clearer than I ever saw it 'done before. I wish' to thank J 
you for the article, but I think you did Prof. Seager an 
injustice. His book, '~ntriodbction to Economics,' aban- 
dons the wages fund theory.. See section 159. His pre- 
sentation is not lucid, but:Prdf.; Seager says: 'It follows 
that the wages' fund, under present .conditions. is as 
* i :  ' * f 7 
. &itid t i i t  gnji of :tb$ fdn&J, :with whi.$h;. ebsfiodi& #&as 
,. did, a d n o  law of wkges based up6n it egn throwLmucli 
light on the causes which really determine wage%. , 9 9 ,  \' - 
I '  , , d  - 8 , 1 , . ,, ..#. 
' We Fkieie familiar with i 4 t s .  that, C i , l a  qe~tipn I , q  I 1 i 9 ,  and quite + < 
s '  i t  the adoid ! . ;  passage c ,, whlpli i r r T  our . ,' ,cbrrkspondent. . 
- 
* 'quotes from it. It was viitk one ahd,$he. ,.: I,  other. in mind 
that' we said, in .'&'e: , I : 3 ,  D&z'' - ,  People ifti& . . 4 : : , % l  , , .  &firred to : 
century official 
: iiig tbdiscird 
, insijgiificant Fkatuke 
slei$t-of-hand with 
. -viib'iiage-the substanck of 
nEss Piof e s h i  'sdiger 'of 
, :  - . ' i . . . '  . 
, . '  \{ , :  ' 
4 4  F i q  @he: ~ ~ i l ~  People., exposure .a£ :the - wages . ,  n t -  
. . .  
fund". theory, it transpires that the'features,-the breith. 
in the theory's, nostrils: is another tbeoqii the ,theory 
&i t  - c  s d 'the , ,  rew&jlQf labor,fuoror,it$ e@drtebs fa::fiiiedly 'lim' 
ited ryagnItude, ,'a rnagnitycle, w31jGh; depd (for: its. vol-T 
umk, not upon thq . , .  ,,choiqg , .pf c,$pitdiq~,.. but upon 
- .  
. r - economic Jaw.7 , : . ;: - , { i t  $ 1  , , i 
1 :  
, Assurri i~~ ,a .giv'eq. &dad'> dj1ivhg, .therebye the 
6 g ! *  ~arue". . .'of:, lqbot ,iIpowey at; rib@+: time;: b S ~ ~ r n i * ~ ~ .  fur- 
+;rhore, that t h ~ r e  qre q ~ ; ~ & r f i ~ r b i n , g  P cj~~umstanees to.
pertiirb the labor. market,! .an4 \ 2 h a r e b y . b  eithir send 'the . 
price, , [wages) of ' 13b;bor~ power a b ~ ~ ~ i - : ~ r !  depressing it 
belPk. its. 'tvalue'? ; finally, qAstirninjg::that there. are . no 
peitu'rbipg . .I causes I ..- to pertprb - +she : dmketI of the cam- : '  
rnbqi i i ;~+~~~ddkd by Iqbrit a$swihg .all that for the: 
sakg' of khpfifyir$ the problem, , 3 .- then the' fd value of 
. b 
w 
the output, pver and above the value of all that. went , 
intqa the goods,, 'represents the increased wealth that 
labor' produced. 
That' increase, socialism maintains, belongs wholly 
. to labor; and Socialism adds that' out of that increase 
the. capitalist dais  makes' two hehpsLone, the smaller, 
& 1 it pays out as wages" ; the other, the larger, it appro. 
priates, that is, embezzles, as "profits." 
'Obviously, if the whole of the increase were re- 
tained' by its producdr, labor, the wages system would 
cease to be and, along with it, capitalism. 
Against ' the above scientific premises and irrefu- 
table conclusions o-ff icial bourgeois political economy 
makes a rush-a variety of rushes. r . >  
.All the'"rushes" proceed from the assumption that 
labor is not tht $ole, or. even the main, producer of 
wealth; all the rushes have for their purpose to justify 
"the share of the capitalist," hence, to uphold the cap- 
italist system. 
The specific purpose of the "rush" of the "wages 
fund" theory tis ' to give a cakor 6f mathematical, inevi- 
tableness to #the smalIness of wages, "the share of la- 
6 6 bor.'' The theory is what Marx -s7atirized as .an un- 
commonly knowing dodge." The Daily People article, 
referred to -by our correspondent; gave an illustration 
of the dcidge. MIant'gioei another illustration in a pas- 
sage thatmefits 'fufull. quoting as bearing directly upon 
the issue raisid by our 'correspondent : 
"What silly tautology results from the attempt to 
represent .the capitalistic limits of the labor fund. as its 
natural and social limits may-be seen, e.g.,'< in Professor ' 
Fawcett [ I 8651 : 'The -circulating capitafin a country,' . 
, , 
hq i p a ~ q y ,  'is i ts \  wages fund. E#;~swe, b . i  -ifi f te8 % desire to  cal- - 
culate' the,  average rnone,y wigis ,received ;.by .each' ia- 
bbrir, we have simply to: divide"lk ahA?unt , c ) i  , i  I of this cap- , 
ital t .  hy the number 'of the :labprkg .,PQPu~ation.' That' 
is, to, ,sgy, y e  first add fogether, t$& ii$ividual _ .  wages . _  .ac- 
-tually .pa,id,, aqd, then we a#irm. . .. ,. * a  the , svrn,. thus 'bb- 
t'+i'ned, fdrrns t&e total value of . die  . . ' .  ,.'labor 4 , , ,  + .  fund' dqter-. 
mined and vouchsafed , . , .  to ~ s . b y  . ,Gqd.,and 4 ,  . ~ a t u i e .  , . .  . :  , ' ~ a s t -  
ly, , wc ,divide ' the SW,, thus obtainF$,; by 4he n ~ ~ b e r  of 
1alboi.ers 'to h d  out agaih- . ho&. $  pluch p ~ z g  ;ope tcr each 
an I., , the ayerage. - . An. uncomrnpnly'. & ~ c i ~ ~ , , h o d ~ e ,  this. 
. It. ,'did i o i  preybnt MI;, Fa&&gt - &,iqg-,in :'the :sirme 
bieath : '!The aggregate wealth,', +hi=h ii- .andyauv saved 
in: * t  hglahd; .  f . .  is' divided into t w ~ ,  po~iRns,.; . . ,  -otqe. . . .  po>t:ion is 
wployqd . . + . #  \ I  I . as  capital' to rnaibtlaiR puy. ( . v  ,iidusgry,, - . . ,. - ,and the 
0 t h ~  , .  I portion. is expor'ted to farkigR countries.:. . . . . :. , 
Onyy :a, portion, and Reihaps, not. larg+, portison 9f the 
width t  ! , ' t i  t , *ith'. is I innuallj., , savGdi . _ I  in L this .. ..p&&y, , is .in-, 
vested'in our industry.' \ - .. . -  ,, A . 
4 6 
;I , - The greater part, of the .yearly : accmirig l surplus 
,- pro,dtlct, ,.embezzled, betauss abstracted; .wkRout return 
of an 'equivalent, from. the English laborer; :is1 thus 
saved as capital, not in England, but in foreign coun- 
tries. But with the additional xapital thus exported, a 
/ part of the 'labor fund' invented by God and Bentham, 
, - is also, exported." i i - . : . >  . 
Now then, in what way does Prof. Seager "aban- 
don" the "wages fund" theory? 
a ' H e  accounts for the early rise o'f the theorv, among 
IIMish econdmiits with the "limited irnportHtioa of 
fbod  and'.other goods coQshed by the laboring. pope 
latioh of EnglandM-an utterly irrelevant circumstance 
L 
'-employers, even 
do not bsually pay 
pay wages with- money capital ; he then accounts con- 
fusedly for the .untenaMeness of the theory with the in- 
creased importations of food, etc.; and yet just'hefore 
h e  asserts that ('no particular objection can be raised 
to". the theory, as stated by John Stuart' Mill, becauqe 
"it amouhts merely to 'saying . . . . that wages in the. . 
aggregate cannot exceed that part of capital assigned 
to wages, or the wage fund." I 
To say'within three pages' space that "the wages 
fund under present conditions is as el'astic as any of thk, 
funds' with which economics has to deal," and in the. 
same 'breath say that "no particular objectiun can be 
raised" ta the wages fund theory becausd "it amou~ts  
merely to saying that wages in the aggregate candot' 
exceed that part of capital assigned to wages, or the 
wage fund,'% a ' performance that .strongly . recalls 
Prof. Fawcett's. 
No. injustice was done to' Prof. Stager. The gen- 
tleman :discards .a ,discredited name, and keeps the 
- . ,  
' 1 '  ; ;  , . ,  exploded thing. 1 . , , : , , . .. 
. . i . .  i .  ..-! ..,'.9 . + . ;  f f  b . . ! ~ : , i l - .  ?. * 
" 
".. . a , , ,  
! f , , I-, ,. ' ' 7  X 
, . , . > .  [ i ; , )  1 ; ? ~ j : ? , i . ' ~ ~ ~  
' 1  ! , + f : , 4  ' I  
ANOTHER CURIOSITY. 
(Daily, Peoplg August 29, 1913.) 
"Here goes another curiosity," writes a, correSpon- 
dent from thid city, and sends us a cppi of "Mamism 
vkrsus SoCialism" by ~ l ~ d r n i r  G .  Sirnkhovitch, P~.D.,-. 
Assodate' profes.sor. o f  Ecoriomic History. a t f  Columbia 
. ( -  
. . .  . 
. % University. 
~ e d  by our knowledge that a Columbia professor 
- 
wouldn't, even if he could, do justice to either Marx- 
ism or  Socialism, lest he be pulled up with a sharp turn 
for endangering the good will of Bishop McFaul to- 
ward the university, we were on. the point of throwing 
the book aside. The  blunderbussing, habitual to the 
general run of our university professors, is of use only 
to help illustrate Marxism anent concrete happenings 
of the day. T o  criticize their "demolitions of Marx- 
ism" is like fetching coals to  Newcastle. Fortunately, 
however, the kinkishness of the title-Whlarxism ver- 
sus SocialismM-induced us to gla-nce over the tome. 
The  effort was amply repaid. 
True, of Socialism there was found no attempt at 
definition-only illusions here and there, more or less 
I shallawly confused. 
True, of Marxism, o r  rather against Marxism, 
there was found hothing new-the same ald, stale and 
repeatedly triturated' denials of the concentratian of 
productive powers in private hands, together with the 
consequent broader spreading and deepening of mass 
dependence and misery; the same stale, old and repeat- 
edly confuted peddling of the myth concerning Marx 
having recanted his law of value, etc., etc., etc. 
All this notwithstanding, the effort of reading was 
repaid. In the mass of that rubbish a pearl was found, 
out of that veritable garbage barrel of. alleged science, 
an ingot was pulled up. Lest the Marxists of the land 
remain in ignorance of our find, hence deprived of the 
pleasure that the find must give them, we hasten to ex- 
hibit. the same to them. The'find is this: Aware of the 
flimsiness of the ''scientific" bulwarks against the spread 
of Marxism, hence Socialism, that the official econo- 
81 't 
. , . . 1 : '  J dft ~ $ p f ~ ~ f i ~ m r ~ a v e  \seen binh'.ae'thvb~figi up; bur 
~ b l ~ b b i ~ ~ ~ ~ n i v e r s i t ~ .  opens : u, : 'hew : @th: 
what :may that bd'? . 1 ., , . : . ; - ; I  ,F*. ' f  @ , . . % 
. I 
' . 
‘ -' ' bh pige ' i ss of #'Manism vefsds ' ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ b & ? ?  && 
&ticin *?dJma+ in' the' originbl Gem+& of qne' of' the' re: 
i 7  f i  i &irk$ &f Gothe's 'greht ivlephisto: t . 's ' '  . i  . 
. ,  + ! 9 
, f ! ,  . . , , 3 I ,  
I .. 
r i  f . 
I . T t  . * '  
'fps ihr. den Geist, der ~ e i i e b  heirst, I . I :  - . I ,  , 
qss ist im Grund. der  erre era eigper Gqist,;: ; :, 
' 1 * 8 
. in dern die Zeiten- sich bespiegdn," . , . * r . 
' 1  1 1 ,  
- ! ' :The 'ternark is' one of 'I *Mephisto?~ ' rnasker-sti.oke~': 
+ it is, ' ~ n ( k h e  field of: socidlcfgy, what' his birll'b-eyes . . aie 
. '  
: C ,  r 'I 
on medicine, law, theolog)r;,< etc. : - ' , . 
* ,  - ( 1  7 J , O O .  I .  . 4 ,  * .  f :  
. 8 
' '::what the spirit..of the Timts name,.. , . b b . i  
That, a t  bottom, is the Spirit of the:M.astkr Clash , 
99 - %  
t i  . .   , In, which the Times ;reflect them4elves. - i 
' i ! ,whkt on earth c& bei:the p&rpobe of q&tihg . 
! ' t 
sens:e*of. sack an u$ito-the-iiandl'e Ma.t~ian generaliia~ 
:qdbtinkv it, .moriover, ' !idt intrdduktion bf ' 'if 
' b . ) + j  &apt& that is'intended to ridicule the, to .the capitalist 
, : . ; ;  
CI&& $0: hateful ~ k r x i a h  'philosbphit-' Ijiinciple oi ' the . 
! * . * r  ' .  i i  , :': ' ! - '  t cia&kteuggle) : r I $ A f 
The answer is. found, ih the supp~ieh '  Ehgliih. trans-' 
lati~a'$krnished ori @e ,samen page : ."What ybu' call the 
spifit; bf the' times ?ii ili  ':iial?ty the sP'i:rit of "thF.. h&t$ ' 
l,,'i(~ ' ! !  % ,  whti l&iir'io~ themsei+es:~,in thq times , eri+,\' the . 
-&hiid word for 'the ' ldrd~ ,  ' the ma$t&s, 'the i ma&& Cf & . ' & , ; .
class, ' a ' ~ b r i n a h  word that' never ronieys 'biie meaning 
,of the hiriY, but of the fevi, the hl ing 'fkw', .  t h i t  . . kbkl $ I  i t .  
is euriied in ihe English rendition into . t "the 'host's,:: t l ~ q  
I .  ' > '  ; 
m a n ~ j  the 'miirt-itude.* ' . ' 
. .. , . . A  
. A ,tia&&tor is ndt 8 bla%&' rendbrkr 'df o&.'lan- 
wage into another. H e  .is an interpreter; he has the 
* rigfit, he often has the duty, tosdisrega~d literal equiva- 
lents ; and,. with: an eye to the context, and controlled 
by the exigencies of language, save the sense at the ex- 
peqpe ' of * wqrd-exachess. The instance of Schlegel, who 
t i  rendered ' .,the ' English word philosophy," put by 
Shakespeare into Hamlet's mouth, with the German 
"Buchgelehrtheit" , (book-learning) is classical. On the 
contrary, to render the German Gbrd "Herren" with 
the English "the hosts," and to do so in Goethe's maxim 
-that i s  not to' translate, that is not to interpret, that 
is to falsify. 1. 
, The  new path opened by our ~olurnbia University 
professor consists in enlisting classic literature in the 
effort to refute .Marxism; and-seeing that the dhssics 
are too eminent to give any but cold comfort to non- 
sense-in giving the classics English renditions that fly 
in the face of the original. 
' WHAT IS "CAPITAL" ? 
( ~ ~ i h j  People, aptember i8, 1913.) 
, 
' I  
- . A: correspondent writes : 
i '  . . 
- , !'. I 
' I encounter. much confusipn on what 'capital' 
means. Prof. Seligrnan in book on economics says: 
'Capital p u l d  then be: defined, aqi that part of wealth 
which is the- result of p:r~dpction. devoted to further 
productiq~.' That lmks pretty clear to me. Is the def- 
The definition is bad. It is bad because it is defec- 
8.8: 
tive. It is defectiie a sdciai, phe- - 
nomenon, its social1 "setting" is a necessary part .of its 
definition, and the social "setting" is omitted from the 
definition. 
The blacking, blacking-box and bktshes of the shoe- 
black are "a part of wealthlwhich i s  the result of pro- 
duction devoted to .further production.'' So is the axe 
of the frontier settler who clears his own allotment; so 
is the needle, and the sewing machine, to boot, of the 
housewife who makes her own dress, and mends the 
clothes of her family. All of these are '"a part of wealth 
which is the result of production devoted ta further 
production." If, in order to * qualify 4s "capital," a 
thing need nosmore than prove t ha t  it is a "part of 
wealth," that the wealth which it is a part of was "the 
result of production," and, thirdly, that itself is "de- 
voted to further production," th,en the bootblack's 
brushes, blacking and box, the housewife's needle, the 
pioneer settler's axe, are all "capital" - and by thc 
same token "capital" .would have existed from the day 
when the first savage, moving from the Middle, en- 
tered upon the Upper, Status of Savagery by using th'e 
bow and arrow-a part of wealth which was the result 
of production and was devoted to further production. 
Of course the bow and arrow were not capital, and, by 
the same token neither are the blacking, brushes and 
box, nor the needle and sewing machine, nor the axe, 
in the above illustrations, capital. . 
What is that token? Tke circumstance that they 
were and are used by their owner; himself or herself; 
- hence, that the "further production" which they serve 
and to which they are devoted is directly the property 
of their owner. 
The ~ocial:''sett;~" of capital is bhe existence of a 
layer of copulation that neithkr his, nor enjoys the op- 
p o r ~ n ~ t y  to acquire, any part df "wealth which is the 
result of production and which can bi devoted to fur- 
ther production." When society has 'developed to the 
' point that thatlayer of population appears upon the 
social st$ge, then ''that part of wealth 'which is the re- 
sult of production and is devoted to fypther ptoduction"' 
ceases' to be operated by that ather* layer of the popu- 
lation which is in possessi.on of it ;.''that part of wealth," 
etc., is then allowed by the social layer in possession of 
it to be operated by the social layer .that 'is not- in pos- 
session of it; with the  final resultp th i t  the social layer 
which is not. in possession of "that -part of- ptealth," etc., 
is compelled, in consideration of the, opportunity to 
karn its own .living, to allow itself. to he -exploited by 
earning also the living of the social layer which is in 
possession of "that part of wealth,'!. etc; ,In 'the mea- 
sure that -the social setting of- capital becomes more 
pronounced, capital itself develops, and the two-social 
setting and capital-acting and reacting upon each 
other, the social stage is reached which becomes typical 
.' of capital, the stage when society is divided between 
the capitalist class and the working class. 
Accordingly, the definition of "cap.ita1" is : "That 
pkrt of wedth which, first, is the result of production; 
- 
secondly, is devoted to further production; and thirdly, 
enables its'holder to use it, and is used by him, in ways 
, and manners that exploit the producers.". 
Truth. is that which fits all the facts. Prof. Sel- fl 
, igman's definition. of "capital" does not fit all the 
facts. . 
SOME MORE SEAGERISMS. 
(Daily People, October 19, 1913.) 
A Columbia UniverSity student, who, once: , , bkfoie . I  
called with a calls agaiii$nd . , , a  $$: I . I a h  
"I read in Prof. Seager's 'In~roduction to3Eco i lo~2  
ics' a definition that I wou1d~wish:to have yourdopinibnj 
on: Prof. Seager i a p :  'That mah' canrioa e r e k t  'mattet 
is a familiar truth. f i 1  thatlhe can do& to re'arraige' ' 
particles of matter so -as to createfarnk'l,utili~les~; .ok: 
move goods from one part of the3 wdrid !to anothetisd+ 
as to create place >utilities ;or  prese2vve  goods front- qne. 
period to another so as too. create time utilities'; or, finab. 
ly,:.transfer goods from the ownership of one'individ~al) 
to that of anather .soJ as to create possk~s$bn! - utilitii*. 
A*y .activity *hich contributes t6 tki ~r ia t iok; '~ f  ui;ilib' 
ties in either of these ways is production.?* Ekwish to 
call your attention to this pa3sage. 'FSfits 'd+~riitibn o f  
+ , ,  1 4  prdduction sound ?" , . s I - .  
. , , a  I . * ,  . ,  ' % .  
< ,  
';: r ,  :,, . J  1 .  I .  : we are acquainted with the nassage,iand haire elaS~ : 
sified it among the, "mischieuoys drolleries o f  profek . 
so rialism." I ! 
. 3 
To define produetion as. the: actiyity which, if it, re- 
arranges 'of matteit cikites + " f arm" utiliv; . 
. L 
and; if it moves goods a f iom &e , Spot . ' to, , another, ( a t  . cre-, J .: 
ates a "placev utility: an,& if it preserves goods from , 
one pe-riod to ahother, crehtes a "time" utility; andi$- 
nalIy, if it transfers goods from one person todanothei,' 
creates a -"possession'' uf Ility-to define in . - 
that wise is like defining procreation i s  ;the ar'tivity. 
which, if exercised by pigs, sesu1.t~ in "shoats" ; if egirLa 

that results in "lambs," of pigeons that r e d t s  in 
4 6 squabs," of goats that results in "kids," of deer that 
in "fawns," of eagles that results in "eaglets," 
etc., etc., etc.-it would be like barring all of these ac- 
tivities from the category of prockeation. 
As nonsensical as t& latter process would be in 
zoology, so nonsensical is it in economics; hence, as 
- misleading as on' the domain of zoology a definition 
would be of procre~tion as the activity which, if exer- 
cised by pigs, results in shoats; if exercised .by horses, 
results in colts; if exercised by lions results in whelps; 
"and finally," if exercised by cats, results in kittens; 
just so misleading, on the domain of economics, is the 
definition'of production as the activity which, if it rB  
arranges. particles of matter creates a "form utility" ; 
and, if it moves goods from one spat to another, cre- 
ates a "place utility"; and, if it preserves goods from 
one period to another, creates a "time utility"; "and, 
finally," if it transfers goods from one person to an- 
other, creates a "possession utility." 
Finally, Prof. Seager's . definition is mischievous- 
mischievous not merely in the general sense that the 
definition tends to confuse and make mincemeat of the 
. student's brain ; but mischievous in, perhaps, a worse 
respect. 
The passage quoted by our correspondent is taken, 
not from an ephemeral article; it is taken from a book 
-a book that is put upon the market at the price of 
$1.50, or  even-more, and that carries the earmarks of 
an official "exequatur" [consent is granted that he ex- 
ercise his functions], combined with the pontifical "im- 
primatur" [consent is granted that it be printed] and 
the "nihil obstat" [there is no objection to its ortho- 
doxy] from a university, supposedly a seat of learning. 
From a passage, taken from such, a source, reasonable 
.' ' accuracy must be expected. 
Now then, the one of the only four ways which are 
mentioned in the passage as ways in which activitk is 
- dignified with .the dignity of "production" is tb "trans- 
fer goods from the ownership of one individual to an- 
other," an activity that the student is informed creates 
6 4 possessibn utilities." The sweeping, wholly unquali- 
fied passage sweeps in the pickpocket and the highway- 
man. Their activity "trinsfers goods from the owner- 
ship of one individual to another." 
Of course, not the activity of highwaymen and 
pickpockets i s  in the contemplation of the passage. 
Nevertheless, the slovenliness of its form is imperative. 
"Wages of Risk," "Wages of Abstinencew-these and 
similar myths with which the official professordom of 
the capitalist class tries to account for the presence, in 
the pockets of the capitalist, of the wealth that flows 
from the hands- of the workingman-too clearly denote 
arr absence of any activity whatever on the part of the 
capitalist. 
Driven by the stress of such ugly facts, Prof. 
Seager's definition first pedantically dislocates produc- , 
tion into the creator of "form," "place" and ''timeV 
b 6 
, utilities, and then smuggles in a fourth utility- posses- 
sion utilityw-in order to give-some color of production 
to the sinister activity of the capitalist-in order to 
- season .with the show of science the fact of capitalist 
exploitation. 
Production is the useful human activity which ere- 
ates wealth. 1 
The utility, of wealth is'to satisfy human wants. 
%! &: . , . ,!Asa -. fianifo@ lasr:!humanc war&s!*;lffi,. are.:alsq ,=the\ 
S~mific .utilities into: + @hich, welalth. may- ,be - subdivided,! j . 
k d  of which the aggregate w ~ $ t b  co~sists..  . t . ,  
-. ., ,Hc;rwever. various and manif 018 .the ' uhlit<i.esA. be-tha t 
. , 
, aggregate w;e.&t& may ;consist 0.4,. aU: pra .the- p.rodu'ct: of. 
, t 
, . I.&sr,; . ." that . is ,"~f,  hsef ul; human. &&iqity. ::; . :(. :. 
- t  I .  I .  I ,  !,. 1 ! ! ; ;?;, ,  ; , , , ; + ! I .  L . * , : ! $  -:,, . ,  , ; - - ,  , !  u ,~ L ' l  - , : ;  \ - {  ;,s , ' I  9 .. . 
. , 
. . 
. , I. . .. . , ;~ ; ,  i t , !  ..,.: ,, ;* i ; i 1  .- 
* < I , , ,  , ,  : ,  A i , . b . , . : t ; ,  : 1  . 4 A ! ,  
: , i t p e t  !~o!!?v@# ; &$ $he .wF~v&~S ~e - ~~con's'i Bdvas- 
ta-g criticism ,of ~xbfessos ,ye, H. $& lit($& 'b . .dip "&*g Pn Socialiatp, x$,ef ; I civic 'Federatiha,: 
abpf rtiveptp+fivq i y ~ s .  r~go., ;Mr. BbJhcik; w& i & - j d u &  !an ; 
f rd prof at typ$cal, reprepenfir'ive, 9f.. c hl lrt .  a ria*. . so 
hPih1 kadrdTr appliteilt %Sth'. hkuliiir' S d { i  Bwps :&%@4umnikiy' of 
@e : sp sc i&.hm .as vulgarb ~aogllisrtsi @ i 9  t&d B a g 4  tSel$&wb, I kt : 
, , , , , ' : , , i ; , - ! i i J r i d  
. a .  
' . , sf aFo@.i~r-.auiifibok: s.:idih&.:d al-&d %&,# Aa*s. &&!; 
if w3 h q u ~  I hl. $-Wed. -*pq ) g~kt4i h ; w W M s  iqi-tlg~ 
to ' ; l d & L & i  once h i y e  that t h e  :scienq - @F %/talist politics* 
~ m k t s :  .a)ld t & e i ~  e e k ~ o  ft&&& is. *d ~&k&p$ ~ l @ H k &  nd 
merq ~ i ~ .  at@&@, tp it. tban is . f ~ q d  ih wk ~ I e s  .gbye~&bjg; tbt: did3 ,* 
&oh d %g bp8ifs gamere4 .'by cr6oha and denizens of t+ uq$qwpr)d. 
in gaeral-A. P.] ? i 1 
. . I 
.-gj t*;  l ! . ; ' i i i  1 ,  4 i ; . ; ,  ; 4 ;  f o :  , r ; ; a i  . * r \ . ~ .  ~ t ~ ~ . i , ~ t ~ i ~ * ~ * ~ ' i  
There was in Marx's time another Oxf o+d lpfisiri 
mr-W+&&, : q)go 'b; w ~ O ~ d ~ & ~ p r u f e ~ a ! ~ N f i b s a u  
m* 
< 
W; Senior, who invented as.b,dautihl a. nursery tale as 
Mallock in defense tof' the , capitalistti.:, . Of this Senior 
r ? Marx says on page 207 ::- .i , - I  . ; I  i r ; t +  i J  : ! .  ' 8 .  .- , ,  
I "One fine morning, in , the:. yeiiti :I 896, :Nassau W. 
Senior, who, may be called.. the ' b d k p  bf,; #English 
< '. economists, well known, 'alike fm hisi edon~mic,~sc~ence ,' 
and for his beautiful style, was: sumrironed; ,from Ox- 
ford to Manchester, to. :learn, . in [the: latit@ ;place, ,<the 
- 
political economy that ' he tclughtlin: thqi f o n h e d ' .  The 
invention of Senior was a; maste'rpiiaoe :of +:eConomic 
acrobatics ; it was akin: to Mallock!s; ;emdlmti& kohcern- 
ing 'the fruitfulness iof "The (Few!?: sind &eie iconsequent 
right! 'to - the "increment." ISenior!s peddrmance Senior 
dalled the "last hour" - a pro&&; by! whkh Senior 
strove to .show ;that if the hours 7~6idabr3-wkrd* khort- 
ened, hunger. and want would .stalk through\ the-'1ia11&.~ 
Marjr. took: hold of the gentleman's d b ~ o ~ y j  and tare, it 
to tatters, and. then. flung. the pie&; bkk-in hik: face: 
with a beautiful imaginary ' apostrophk that :summed 
up the situation. I shall make baSdi ~to~irnitatei Mam .by- 
closing t h i s  address with an. ipostrdphe % ;to: Mallock,~ -- 
this latter-day Oxford professor who;was*isurnmon~d 
by the Civic 'Federationcof capita1ihts:;to learn in New * 
York the politica'l economy that ;heiisl-*b teach in, Ox- 
fqrd- . ' .   , . * .  ! :  * a.4: - * I ' *  . 
Kind sir, by clothing-your ha'ory in ~theigarb of 'sci-' 
ence you have deprived it of the, only hchlan& i t  hadf to 
float. You should have dad ib id .the garb of the miracu- 
lous. Paul L a f a r p e  neatly ridiculed :it in) advance with ' #  
. . -  
two pretty epigrams. Your' I labored. eff orti ;tb prove 
"The Few" the sdurce of h11 ."incrernent,"i he' neatly 
epitomised with the sedtknei : *f',Thesidleness of % the; .cap- 
italist is the source of a11 w(;~lth." Your labored effort . 
. L .  
to prove that to "The Few" the "increment" belongs, 
he triturated with, the terse sentence: "Wealth is the 
product of labor- and the reward of idleness." 
Kind sir, you dislocate society .and you supplement 
the surgical operation with a miracle. Society is no dis: 
located entity. The  elements requisite for modern pro- 
duction-manual and directing ' ability-a re closely 
joined and jointed. They are not independent of, they 
are dependent upon each other, ' like the. various organs 
of one body; and that body social is the workkg class. 
Kind sir, when you say that the increment of wealth 
which results from the modern method of production 
conies from "The Few.," you utter a seritiment that is 
a t  war with a lofty human sentiment that has animated 
all noble breasts since remotest antiquity and which it 
has been reserved to the Socialist movement to bring 
down from the mists ~ f ' i r n~ r~c t i cab i~ i ty ,  i n d  to furnish 
it with a solid basis upon which to -plant itself. The 
great moral sentiment of the. brotheihood, of man be- 
comes- a fertile sentiment for :practical conduct only 
when the material conditions hake dcvelo~ed- to the 
point of exposing the swagger of individuacsm; to the 
- point, of revealing the fact that individualism is a fet- 
* ter to human brotherhood and to individualitv alike: 
finally to the point of disclosing the means for ;he reaE 
- ization of the aspiration of human brotherhood. In- 
dividuality cannot be developed in penury. The podrer 
I! to dispel penury is a latent power in mankind. Your 
intellect is still at  t h e  barbarian's stage that dislocates 
the capabilities qf the species by irniuting them to a 
caste. That  the caste of "The Few" is purely imagin- 
ary may be all the more creditable to your 'imagiri-ation, 
out. all the more discreditable to your grasp of social 
, science. 
Kind sir, vast as our astonishment is at your dis- :I { ., :- 
, covery of the useful activity bf ~ o u r .  "The "Few," their ; i 
own astonishment at  the discovery, through you, must - ' 
have been vaster still. I 
Kind ,sir, w.e do not deny that "The Few" are ac- 
~ i v e .  Nobody denies that. Their activity is intense. I t  
is, however, not an activity that produces, it is the pick- 
pocket's activity which transfers wealth from those to 
whom it belongs to those to whom it .does not belong. 
' It is a conspicuous activity, .as conspicuous as the 
t,am the fatality that pursues a class whose historic mis- 
stage. the 
lusurping class of "l'he Few" were not impervious to 
r's activity-and as deadly. 
Kind sir, your attitude illustrates two Marxian prm- 
es-the impervio&ness of a usurping class to sense, 
. l- .. . s 
sion is ended, 8 n d  $t would hold the 
..-- - - -  
- - 
* 
1 r . . a .  
ver and they could realize the fact, 
e seen indulging in the contortions kec 
I would never have Incurred the blunder ot' palpably mis- stating Marx; if the mission of "The Few" were no1 
such 
void 
~ o c i a l i s t i h i g h l ~  welfome. IVf such a ,  travesty of fact 
and reason as you present against Socialism is the 
strongest attack possible-then we Socialists feel re- 
strengthened in our position that labor is the sole pro- 
ducer of all wealth, and, therefore, all wealth belongs 
to labor. 
\ 
In the. knguage tnat lvia: '1 closes 
with in the instance of Senior, I say: r;il 
c. A ' v ~  4 '; 
id* ;c* ', i 
, a 
q j,h , "And now, good ~ i r ,  farewell, and' 
,,: 
again in yonder better( vcirld--but. nbt -before.? 
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